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This thesis explores the theme of ambiguity in the booIc: of Hosea, the means by
which this theme is communicated and its effects upon the interpretation of the booIc: as a
whole. The cootention oftbis thesis is that the book of Hosea does Dot allow for 'dosed'
readings or 'final' interpretationsofthe book's message and that the book delivers amessage
which wavers between threats of punishment and promises of reconciliation, yet avoids
providing the reader with a final, unqualified statement in favour ofone or the other. This
tension between threat and promise is one of the qualities which gives the book its
tremendous power, yet at the same time the uncertainty it expresses bas been a sollICe of
many difficulties for the book's commentators. The f1l"5t chapter explores the 'marriage
metaphor' which has captured the attention ofbiblical scholarship for many years, examining
the uses of words derived from the root nJr, including the varying interpretations of the
exprc:ssionC~~ljl ~. The interpretations of the early chapters of Hosea as 'biography'
are critiqued and rejected in favour of viewing the use of such expressions as not only
inconsistent with the methods of most proposed biographical reconstructions, but also as a
result of the polemical aims and language of the text. 1be second chapter discusses the
literary devices used to create a sense ofambiguity and instability within the book's opening
chapters. Special anention is given to the sequence surrounding the naming ofthe children
in the first two chapters and the recurring use ofthe negative~" but adiscussion ofHosea's
use of imagery with multiple connotations, in particular the 'wildem~ss'and its role in the
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wife's abandonment and return, is also included The third chapter continues the exploration
of polyvalent imagery, moving into the latter portion of the book (chapters 4-14). The
investigation deepens by examining the intertwining ofthe images of"Exodus', 'Egypt' and
the 'wilderness', the use aCthe root::mD in conjunction with these images as illustrations of
the polyvalent imagery found in the book of Hosea, and the dement of physical motion
involved in metaphors ofapostasy and faithfulness. From this analysis ooeeau more clearly
see how the 'marriage metaphor' of Hosea 1-3 sets forth the book's basic themes, and also
provides the reader with both a means ofentry into the dynamic tension of the text. as well
as some of the interpretative tools required to analyse a book which consistently defies
expectations and evades facile summarisation.
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Abbreviations conform to the Journal of Biblical Literature's "Instructions for
Contributors" in JBL 111/3 (1998) [555-519] (also on-line under "Publications" at
[http://scbolar.cc.emory.edu]). Lexicons are cited by both page number and colunm (e.g.,
BOB 17Th - Brown, Driver & Briggs,A Hebrew andEnglish Lexicon (0 the Old Testament;
second column on page 177). Because ofthe large number ofcommentaries cited the series
to which each commentary belongs is referenced. in each and every citation. The Hebrew
versification of Hosea differs slightly from the English, the fonner is used throughout in
keeping with scholarly practice. Unless otherwise noted. all translations are my own. The
following abbreviations are also used:
DeH
ET
FAT
FCB
The Dictionary of Classical Hebrew.
David J. A. Clines (ed.); Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic Press, 1993- .
English Translation
Forschungen zwn A1ten Testament
The Feminist Companion to the Bible.
Atbalya Brenner (cd.).
Hermeneia-A Critical and Historical
Commentary
The book of Hosea is widely acknowledged to contain numerous difficulties. First,
the difficulty of the book's language is legendary among its commentators, although there
is little agreementconceming the reasons for this difficulty. One oCthe prevailing theories
is that Hosea may well be the best (ifnot the sole) written representative within the biblical
canon for the specifically 'northern' traditions associated with the kingdom ofIsrael and that
the book therefore may contain peculiarities ofdialect. These would, however, only appear
to be peculiarities. Muchofwbat bas fonned the basisofthe biblical text's Hebrew has been
transmitted through the southern kingdom of Judah, leaving the Hebrew oCthe northern
kingdom with fewer witnesses in the biblical canon.' Hosea's language is also characterised
by obscure words and phrases, many ofwhich are virtually inexplicable. F. I. Andersen and
David Noel Freedman maintain for instance, that the "tett of Hosea competes with Job for
the distinction ofcontaining more unintelligible passages than any other book ofthe Hebrew
Bible."l Yet the difficulty of its language is only one of seveml puzzles and these are not
'Tmninological problems are apparent in thestudy ofHosea. 'Israel' can be used 10 refer to both Judah and
the Northern kingdom or mcn:ly the Nonhero Kingdom, which also goes by the names Samaria and Ephraim
(e.g., Hos4:l7; 5:3, 5; 7:1). In addition, natunllly, 'Israel' isalsa anotheT name of the patriarch Jacob (Gen
32:23·33;35:9-15;Hosl2).
1 Francis I. Andersen and David Noel Freedman, Hosea: ,( New Trans/alioll with l"'roductioll and
Commemary (AS 24; Garden City, New York; Doubleday and Company, (nc., 1980),66.
limited to the difficult passages containing rare words orobscure phrasing to which Andersen
and Freedman refer. As Yvoa.oe Sherwood recently put it::
Fromcc:nturlesofaitil:al6ebUeonlyonec:omal5U5ootbebookofHoseaemerges:thatlhis
is a disnubing. fragmcnted.outf1ieOUSmd DOlOriouslyprol:llematicleXL ManytelCl$po$oe
ethical andfor XlJ*IUc difficulties, bul: !he difficulty of Hosea is defined by
superiati\le5.•.SWemmtsof'bewlldermeoluniteeritiesllQ"OSSdvonologiealmdtbeological
divides....
Or as Jeromc put it centuries ago: "Si in cxplanationibus omnium propbctarum saocti
Spiritus indigemus aduenru, ut cuius instinetu scripsi sunt ..Quanto magis in explanatione
Osee prophetae orandus cst Dominus... .,...
Within the history ofHosean studies., the first three chaptcrs ofthc book of Hosea
have received a disproportionately large amount of anention from scholars, and are oftcn
cited in the descriptions of lhc book as 'disturbing' and bewildering. This attention is
intriguing because chapters 4-14 are generally viewed as lhe more difficult in terms oftheir
Ianguagc. Forexamp[c, Sherwood's above comments on the text's interpretative problcms
are directed exclusively towards chapters 1-3. One oftbese difficulties is the terse wording
of Hosea 1:2:
WhmtheLORDfirstspoketbn:tughHose.,lheLORDsaidioHosc:a. "(jo,takeforyourself
• wifeofwboredom andhavechildrenofwboredom, forlhe land commits &Jea! whoredom
I YVOO'lI\e Sherwood, '11te Prost(rIIleond 'M PropMi: Htnal·.r Morr~itt LitutU)'-1heontico/ Per.r/1«tiw
(JSOTSup212; Sheffield.: SheffieldAcadem.ic Press, 1996), 11-2-
• lerome (Hieronymus), CommQrtorii itt Prophelos MittOrU (CCIIr Series Latina 76; TVRNHOLTI:
TYPOGRAPHI BREPOLS EDiTORES PONTIFICD. 19(9) PROLOGVS (I): ~IfwcSWId in need of the
preseooeoftbeHolySpiritwheninlerpretingll1lthepropheu(aslheywerewriltenathbinstigation)... byhow
mw:h more in lhc interpretalionofthc propbet Hosea.sllouJd the Lord be called upon7"
by forsalcina Ihe LORD." So be went and took Gomerdaughca-orDiblaim, md she
cooceivedan4boretumlSOR. (HOI 1:2-3,NRSV)
Sherwood describes Hosea as a "problem text" and Hosea 1:2 as containing "the text's most
notorious problem" in the figure of Gomer,' Responses to Yhwh's con:unandment for ODe
ofms prophets to "'take" a "woman ofwboredom" as a sign or illustration ofthe apostasy of
the land and irs inhabitants have been many and varied, but have tended to share a feeling of
shock and dismay that has been constant from the time of Jerome until today.
Quis enim oon statim in ftl)nle libri scsndalizetur, et diett: Osee primus omniwn
prophetarunt mel'ebieem aecipere iubelur uxorem, et non contradicir?'
Thegodly impcruive is both so SWtlingandcommonpllCeas torequin: two chapters of the
book to elucidate...The blJlU\ce of the call or charge to the prophet is to many •
promiseuouswoman.cenainlyoocofthemorcstartlingdivincallOC\ltionsrccordedinthe
Bible.'
The reaction to this "startling divine aUocution" has been varied, The problem of
interpretation is not just that the opening verses of the book are shocking or that the action
which Hosea is comma.Dded to undertaJ,;e is "atrocious." The difficulty ofinterpl'Ctation is
compounded by a very similarversc inchap(er 3: "The: LORD said to me again.. 'Go, love
a woman who has a lover and is an adultCf"CSS, just as the LORD loves the people of .lsrac:1,
though they tum to other gods and love raisin cakes'" (Hos 3:1, NRSV).
• Sherwood, The Prosfilute and tM PropMi, 19.
• JCfl)tDe, Commelllarll I" PropIteIas Minora, "For who would not be immediately scandalised before this
book. and would notsay: 'Htnet. the rust orall the prophets. is commllfldcd. to fIIkc a meretrix ll$ a wire WId
hedoesllOl:objcd?'''(I).
, Anderscnand Ftftdman. Hasw(AB 24],115-6.
'H. W.Wolff, Dode/«Jpropheto,,';Hos~(l(BKATI4/1;Neu.kir<:hell.vluyn:NeukirchnerVerlag,1965),15.
ET: Hoseo(Henneneia; Philadelphia: Fortress Prcss,1974),IS.
Scholars have long wrestled with the relationship between chapter 3 and chapter I.
The prevailing assumption is that Hosea 1-3 forms a single unit., distinct from the rest ofthe
book in terms of both theme and genre, and lhat there isa way in which these veP.ies can be
harmonised within this unit.9 This approach is based upon the assumption that Hosea 1-3
contains biographical information about Hosea. On the surface, this approach would seem
to be warranted because ofthe nature ofthe content ofthese chapters. The language ofthese
cbapteP.i is based upon incidents concerning the wife and children of the prophet. Yet a
closer investigation reveals that a biographical approach is not especially well suited to the
material, despite the use of the prophet's family in the book's symbolism.
The LORD said to me again, ~Go, love a woman who has a lovc:rand is an adulteress. just
as the LORD loves the people of Is""el, though they tum to other gods and love ""isin
cakes." 50 I bough! her for fifteen shekels ofsilver and a homer of barley and a measure
ofwine. And I said to her,~you must remain as mine for many days; you shall not play the
whore, you shall not have intercourse with. man, nor I with you." (Has 3: 1-3, NRSV)
If one assumes a biographical basis for chapters 1-3, the issue of whether or not the
commandments ofYhwh in chapter 3 are merely a different account of the commandment
in I ;2, becomes a matter ofcritical importance forthe interpretation ofchapters 1-3 and the
symbolism of Hosea's marriage to Gomer. The symbols and their meaning ace greatly
affected if one assumes that these incidents are biographical. If these are two entirely
separate incidents involving the same woman, entirely different incidents involving different
• Gale A. Yee, Composition and Tradilu)n in lhe BookofHoseu; A Red=/ionC,iti<:Q111fl1Qtigation (5BLDS
I02;Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars PiesS, 1981),51-2.
women, oreven parallel accounts of the same: event. a different interpretation must arise in
each case. Francis Landy describes the q~oo of <the: woman' of chapter 3 and her
identification with Gomer as "ODe of the ~al, but irresolvable, critical issues." For
Landy, bowevcr, 3;1 "clearly rccalIs" 1;2.UI
This perennial issue is, however, a debate founded upoo a mistaken understanding
of the purpose and nature of Hosea 1·3. The purpose of Hosea 1-3 is not to establish
biographical details about Hosea and Gomer, but rather to establish a metaphorical lens
through which the rest oflhe book may be viewed. Despite admitting that this is the most
likely purpose ofthe text, 11 most scholars have persisted in interpreting these three chapters
as biography. nus tendency manifests itself in lhe explanations of the phrase "woman of
harlotrics'" and the discussions surrounding the nature and manner ofGomer's harlotries.
Because ofthe preponderance ofthis approach, these traditional interpretations must first be
examined and critiqued in order to fully demonstrate the need for a different approach and
undel'SlBndingofchaplers 1-3 and consequently the book: as a whole.
"FrancisI..andy,Hos«J(Rc:adinp:AN_8iblicalCommenwy;Sheffield:Shcffif!:ldA~emicPress.199S).
<S.
11 ibid., 12 ('"ThclWT1ltive ofch.. I isaprototypeoflhatoftheentireboolc...wewillalsoconsiderch.2asa
mis-ett-abyJlle,ormicrocosm,oflhewhole.");JamesLuthcrM.,.s.Hosta: ACom~ntary(OTL; Philadelphia:
The Westminster Press, 19(9), IS; Martin J. Buss. 71Ie Prophetic WcrdofHoua: A Morphological Study
(BZAW II I; Ber"1in: Tllpclml.nn. 1969),34,S8; AJldcrsenand FmldmanHoset1 [AB24],48,68;G. I. Daviei',
Hoseo (NCB; Gl'1llld Rapids: &rdmans, 1992). 36.
The obvious similarities between chapters I and 3 have focused anc:ntion on the
equally obvious differences between the two chapters. especially the troublesome word
"again" in the first verse of chapter 3. The a.ppcanmce of the word 'again' renders the
explanation thai: chapter 3 is merely a parallel account ofchapter 1 difficult. The syntax is
also troublesome, since it is unclear which verb, "he said" or "go," is governing the word
'again' (i1D). William Rainey Harper's view represents a widely accepted explaoation of
this problem:
1bc"'V is thusto betaken with 1', andnot with ~M" in I;Qntrasl with "in the beginning"
(I") {NRSV: "wilen ftrst"). The "woman" is unquestionably the same woman, Gomer.
described in chap. r,because(l)slle is laIerdefined Il$ an adUllereSS; (2) she plays lhepan.
in panllelism with Israel, represenled by Gomer; miler, ofand {bought ~r(v?), refet'$
to apanicu1arwornan, viz. the one dcscribcd in v.'; (4) iflllis isanotherwoman. why is not
some n:fi:t:en<:e made 10 !he fact? (S) the inlrOductionoflWo women would cntirclyspoil
!hccssClllialthouahL"
Despite Harper's view, harmonising these two chapters pr-esents many difficu.lties. 1bc
commandment in 1;2 is for Hosea to wedanC~:mlniDtt. In cbapter 3, however, the text
states "I bought her" (i1~",),1] and this time the woman remains strangely nameless.
"WilliaJnlbineyHarper-,ACr;ticDIQnd~iazJComlMlltary""AlrIOStmdHOS«I(ICC;Edinbut"gh:Taod
TCIaIk,I90S).216-7.
"In this instancclhcmClll'1ing is clear, as!hcrest oflhe versegiva!he price forwhidl heacquiredthe woman.
i1i:l indicalcs the act of purchasing ("einhandeln", "feilschcn" HALAT 472b-3a, ET: 497a; "get by trade",
"buy" 808 SOCIa [..J It ;n:lJ). Harper lenns this Ihe "inexplicable point" (211) as one wonders why. man
slKluldpurchasehisownwife.
Despite this problem many scbolus. in fact the majority, have not shown any reticence in
treating the woman ofchapter 3 as Gomer, oor in speakiDg of Hosea's "marriage."I.
Such confusion about the figure of the woman (assuming momentarily that the
women in chapters 1 and 3 are the same) is Linked more to the flexibility oftbe marriage
metaphor than to the confusion over the meaning ofthe expression D~",r nll?tt, or over the
interpretation oftile pa:ral.Iel accounts in chapters I and 3. Much more of the confusion has
been the result of the inability of scholars to properly comprehend the symbolic nature of
chaplers 1-3. Thus, despile overtures to acknowledging the lack of biographical content
available in Hosea 1·3 and the subordination of any such material to the metaphor being
established, many scholars nevertheless attempt an almost purely biographical interpretation.
IdentifYing the genre of Hosea 1-3 has proven difficull Questions such as the
relation between the woman ofcbapter3 to thai ofcbapter 1 are rooted in the assumption that
the metapbor and symbolism ofHosea are explicable through refeTence to Hosea's personal
life. The 'marriage mctapbor', with Hosea standing for Yhwh and a 'woman of harlotries'
for Israel, is more fluid and flexible than the majority ofscholars have imagined.
~~:~::'~~='I::U~=~~i~~~~uk~~~I~=
explicit meotion of the word maniase,lllthough theroocnp' is I COIIU.-I Hebrew idiom fornwriagc and
the rnajoriry of the c:ommcntaries do assume such a meaning here.. See BOB S4JaQaI4e [vnp'J; HAUT
50Th 1, ET: 534b; DCH Vol IV 513. 2 (MP'l; Sherwood, 1M Proslllllte and lhe Prophet, 19 note 3;
Andersen and Freedman, Hos~ (AB 241. 170. Davies is the cltiefexceplion on this poinL
Some scholars, however, try to resolve the difficulties and inconsistencies with
reference to the text's redaction;
Because ofthe lilenvy ch.at'aaerand the original function ofboth cllaptets, neither atglIment
is compelling [i.e~ thai there are two women or that the two chapters are parallel). It lies
beyond the scope of chap. I to provide a glimpse ofthe marriage's continuation. As the
writer ofchap. 3, Hosea does not presuppose any knowledge ofchap. I, which summarizes
Hosea'spreviousexperiences... Chap.3shouldbeundenitoodintennsofchap.2,notchap.
I."
William Rainey Harper wants to interpret chapter 3 and chapter 1together, while Hans W.
Wolffwants to relale chapter 3 to chapter 2 and leave chapter I as its own account ofevents.
Both are united in their relating 'again' ~'.P) to the verb 'said' ratherthan 'go', as are many
other commentators. 16 This point oftranslation has very little real impact however, as one's
understanding oCthe redaction and authorship ofeach component is far more important to
one's interpretation aCthe passage as a whole. 17 There is no difference between "Yhwh said
again, 'Go love a woman'" and "Yhwh said 'Go again and love a woman'" since in either
instance one has to interpret why either the action or the command needs repeating (e.g., does
.. Wolff, Dodekap1'Ophelon / (BKAT 1411], 74. ET: [HermJ, 59.
'. Wolff, Harper, Andersen and Freedman (Hosea [AB 24J, 294-5) understand the phrase in this way, but cf.
A. A. Macintosh (if Critical and Exegefical Commemaryon Hosea [ICC; Edinburgh: T and T Clark, 1997],
93).
"Dayjes"Hosea(NCB1,99:"Thisrendering['saidagain'J.•.doesnotrnakeanyrealdiffcrencctolhcmcaning,
because the normal rendering (as in RSV) is alreadyopcn to the interpretation that the woman is not Gomer,
and the inclusion of_l_i_ anywhere excludes the view, mentioned above, thaI this is an accowuoflhe same
event as I :2-3." Davies is righl to claim that the difference in renderini means little. allhough he is rnist:alcen
TO think that one cannotlhink of this verse as a pamllello 1:2, ifonly beeause so many commentators have
thoughtexactlythaL
it need to be said twice to get him to foUow the command?).I' Yet the commentators are not
at all in agreement as to which ofchapters I or 3 are Hosean,. or even if either are. I " Thus,
much of the commentary written attempts to establish which. of the two chapters takes
priority in establishing lhe historical details of Hosea's life, and lhus assigns the
responsibility for the text's difficulty to the history of its redaction.
The attempt to clearly delineate the biographical clements within chapters 1-3
strongly influences the interpretation of the literaIj' structure of these chapters. [f the
relationship between Yhwb. and his people is described as a marriage as a result of the
personal experiences ofHosea (which is the opinion ofmany ofthe commentators) then one
wouJd reasonably expect the metaphor to carry fewer loose ends and to be more rigorous in
its role designation. Yet the question of whom precisely the woman of chapters 1 and 3
represents is not easily resolved.
The phrase il1;-" 'in~O ri~i1 mlM mi-'~ (Hos 1:2) would suggest that the
figure of the woman represents "the land" cr"~i1). The use of lhe word, "the land," to
represent Israel as a nation is readily understandable,:lO although as the first chapter
"Andersen and Freedman, H()$ea [AB 24], 295: "'(T]he second time be is llOl told to many her, for he is
already married to 1Ier. The thing 10 be done now is to love a woman who is already his wife."
" Gale A. Vee, forex.ample (COmposilkm WId Traditian, 51-125, 315-6) believes neither chapter originates
trom Hosea himself.
10 Harper, Amos and HasM [lCCI, 207 (referring to both Israel andJudah); A. A. Macintosh, Hwea [ICC],
9; Andersen and Freedman, Host!Q {A.B 24], 169.
10
progresses the reader discovers that the children of Hosea are given symbolic names
("Jezree(" I 'ttl.u"l~; "Lo-Rubamah"Ii1Cni~')and they seem to stand as symbols fordle
inhabitants afthe land. Thus the mother equals the land and the children the nation. But to
read this into chapter 2 would create larger problems ofinterpretation.. In 2:4 the 'cbildren'
are aligned against their mother, yet the initial commandment and symbol establisbed in 1:2
was a woman and children of harlotries. Wolff comments on Hosea 2:4:
It is surprising that in thisallegorica.l speech the cbildrenare drawn rolhefalher'sside
against the mother. Butdo no! both mother and father represent Israel? Do IsraeHtes take
sides against lsrael? Here tbecollective idea, in its various fonns. noticeablybreak$
down... "
The problem then is oot merely one oftbe relationship between 3:1 and 1:2, but the question
of the relationship between ''the children" and their "mother" as symbols.
The story is not aJlcgoJy in thestrkt $etlse. II is prophecy...The similitude is vast. and
equarionsarenoclobe$Oughtinminulcdetails.Wehaveonlytomcntionthefaetthateithe.-
the wife or the childun can represent Israel in order to indica!e that a Deat scheme is oat
possible. At the same time some distinctions are made. The moth.". represeots Israel in
general, but is sometime:scompared with rhe./and(l:2, and also, most likely, in2:4)...AIJ
thcchildrcn logether (2:6) also represent Israel in general. Butw!lcolhethrecc!liJdrcnare
distinguished,tbeysevenllyrcpresentlsraelundcrthrecllSpccts...Besidcstheshiftingfo<:us
back and forth from Hosea 10 God and from family to nalion, the presentation is variegated
evenfurther,bUlaJsounified,bythcfaetthatthechiidrenaloncorthemotheralone,andnot
justthcfiunilyasawbolc,alsoreprcsentlsrael.J:
The difficultyofthe question of"who represents what'" manifests itselfin the language used
by commentators in assigning a genre to the first three chapters, and whether it is best
described as "allegory" or by some other term.
11 Wolff, Hosea [BKAT 1411], 3940. ET: [Hcrml, 33.
'" Andersen and Freedman, Hosea [AB 24], 124-5.
II
This marriage, together with the dlildren born to it, constitute a parable or sign (cf. the
Hebrew word mil) ofthe nation'$ apostasy togetherwith its inevitable results. The marriage
is no{eOOlraeted in order to iIlustratetbemessage; itCOflStitutesthe beginning of the
message itself; roc il is an outward sign or representation aCthe relationship between God
and his peoPle. and it is the means by which God began to communicate to Hosea his
message to the nation.'"
In viewofthis conclusion (the natralive's historicity], the passage's literarygenre [Gattung]
is by no means an allegory, but rather a rTlenrorabiJe. Narratives which tell of prophetic
symbolicactioll.5 belong 10 the Iilenuygenreofthememorohile. This pattiwlueumplc of
the memorabiliaexhibits two essential characteristics: God's command to perfonn a certain
task, and its interpretation as a sign.14
James Luther Mays prefers to speakofwreports ofsymbolicacts"1S and ''familymetaphors''~
in describing the literary form of the first three chapters of Hosea, while Francis Landy
describes the use of "the verb znh, 'to be licentious, fornicate, whore'" as signalling the
"dominant metaphor of the first part of the book...n
There is some irony in the fact that so many ofthe scholars who write about the book
of Hosea. and in doing so write extensively about the book's metaphorical language and its
muJtiplicityofmeanings, attempt at the same time to write about the man Hoseaand his life.
The problem with this biographical tendency on the part of commentators is that it relies
upon untested assumptions about the relationship this book has with history, in particular the
applicability ofthe symbolism ofthe adulterous wife/promiscuous woman and her children
%I Macintosh,Hosea[ICC),9.
)< Wolff, Hosea (BKAT 14III,9. ET:[HennJ, 10. Wolff does use the word "allegory" in eommenting on
other passages such as 2:4 (39, ET:33) and denotes its lack ofclarity as il contains "many possibilitiesof
inlcrpretation."
"" Mays, Hosea [OlLJ, 3.
l'ibid.,24.
"'Landy,Hosea[ReadingsJ,22.
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to the lifeoftbe man Hosea. Even in the instance ofGale A. Yee, for whom neither the
figure of Gomer nor the woman of chapter 3 come from the pen of Hosea, a correct
understanding of the text's redaction gives insight into the 'marriage metaphor' and its
'original' meaning: "[T]he molber who is denounced is Rachel, the favorite wife of Jacob
who is the father of Israel. Her children are the northern tribes. the House of Israel, who
attribute their ancestry to her line. ,,21 More prevalent among the historical interpretations,
though, is the attirude expressed by Andersen and Freedman in the Anchor Bible
Commentary: "it seems clear that the theological imagery arises out of his personal
tribulation."29 Yet to make this claim at the same time as dismissing difficulties in
interpretation because the book is "not allegory but prophecy" is to beg the question. 1be
variety of theories surrounding the relationship of chapters 1 and 3, and the complexity of
some afilie theories concerning the text's redaction makes any link between the present text
and the personal experiences of Hosea seem more distant and hypotheticaL
Another objection to viewing Hosea L·3 as biography is the nature of the book's
language. The already-mentioned ambiguity of Hosea's language is well established and
widely recognised, as are some ofthe theories which have been proposed to explain it. The
.. Vee, Composition and Tradition, 305. Vee claims that the original Hosean O£11c1e begins in "2:4aA" and
ends$Omewhere in the thirtemthchaplc:r. The actual Hosean content in 1-3 &mounfS 10 $Omelhing lilea mere
40 words (122-3). This undc:rstanding drastically affects the interpretation of the 'original' symbolism since
neitherchaplc:rloor3playanyrole.
>f Andersen and Freedman, Hoseo (AS 24], 46.
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process by which. the Bible has come into existencl: bas produced a document reflecting a
primarily Judean, specifically lerusalemite. origin. lfHosea is indeed an Israelite (that is,
a ''northern kingdom" prophet) the difficulty of his language may reflect dialectical
peculiarities which are not part of what is 'standard' biblical Hebrew, rather than resulting
from textual corruption., a favoured explanation until recently..JO That there was more
dialectal variety in ancient Israel and Judah than the Bible generally indicates is more than
likely, even without considering the famous Shibboleth incident (ludg 12:5-6>, especially if
one considers the editorial process that likely accompanied the biblical text's transmission.
Yet even ifit seems "more probable that we should see the difficulty as being our ignorance
aCthe peculiar dialectical background to Hosea"ll than to blamecomJption., this explanation
does not go far enough in explaining all the difficulties, especially those at the level of
interpretation.
The difficulty with this explanation is not simply that Hosea lacks some ofthe most
assuredly 'Northern' traits (most notably the use ofthe relative ~ instead ofi~32) but also
that many forms are no more readily explainable even if one accepts that Hosea's Hebrew
>0 Maeintosh,Hasl'.'o[lCC],liii-lxi for an overview. Harper,Amosol'ld Hosl'.'U [ICC] ; "Hosea's reputation ror
obscwity is due in large mc8Sun: to the corrupt form in wttich the text ofhis message has reacltcd us" (elxxiii).
"ran YOWlS, Diversity in Pre-Exilic Hebrew (FAT S; TQbingm: Mohr, (993), 167. On the "Shibboleth"
ineidentseeI88.9.
"ibid., 163; BOB 979a("limited to laIc Heb., and passages with N. Palest. colouring"). cf. GKC §2v(I6-7);
§36 (112); §IS5(43S n. I). Hosea does use tbe relative (or I1Il'C dCl1lor.strative) pronoWl H (Has 7:16, GKC
§34b(J09 n. 3»).
]4
represents a relatively poorly attested nortbecndialect. The fonn 1:::lil 1:::li"i" (Hos 4:18) for
example, couldjust as readily be explained as; merely having been misread in the manuscript
tradition.l3 Yet the trend of more recent cClmmentaries is to retain the form, perhaps a
pe "al'al, and interpret it as an emphatic usagc.:l4 The uncertainty over the word's form
should give one pause before discussing its meaning, yet problems such as this verse and
others (e.g., Hos 8:13'5 equally obscure ':JiT:::liT) do not constitute difficulties afthe same
exegetical magnitude as does the use of moore concrete, common terms in Hosea.Jl This
example readily illustrates the problem. as eLlher of the two leading explanations lead to
much the same interpretation, that the passage is an emphatic use ofthe verb :::lil". Yet this
sort ofdifficulty has oat received the same sort ofattention as the words, generally more
concrete and common, surrounding the woman of chapters 1-3. Chief among the more
common, concrete linguistic puzzles is Hosea"s use ofwords derived from the root i1)T, a key
.. Harper. Amw and Hosea (ICC]. 266: ..,~~ seems to have arisen through dittogmphy"; Wolff.
iJodeA;Qpropheron / [BKAT 14/1}, 90. ET: [Hennj. 73: "a misreading of1::""~ ::l~"; also Mays, Hosea
[011..].76.
.. Thus Andersen and Freedman. Hosea [AB 24], 37~; Macintosh, HOSeD (ICC}, 169.
l' Andersen and Freedrnan state that"ln any case. an elative meaning is probably intended" (79). "'nany
case" most likely means l1Iat regardless of what the fonn is, we can know what the gist ofl1le passage is.
Macintosh'sdiscussion (169)cite!l itas"an emphaticform"whieb hedeclares a~'al'QI.but which essentiaHy
means the same thing as emending along Wolff's lines to an infinitive absolute. One cannot disagree with the
interpretation, as in eithercase the English renderingoEthe passage is much the same, although those who wish
to avoid emendation (such as Macintosh) should take: note of tile relative rarity ofsuch forms. GKC §SSe
(lS2)diseusses the fonnationofthe~'aJ'aJandgives examples. a1tbougb GKCnotablysuggests emendation
for both this fcmn and one ofMacintosh's examples of.comparable verb forms. M Buss (The Praphet(c Word
ofHOSl!tl) relevantly notes: "Fortunately. the gcneral drift ofa passage is usuallycIeareven if the details are
not"(6).
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component of the 'marriage metaphor' of 1~3 and a source of much of the confusion
surrounding these chapters.
Hos I :2, in the course ofYhwh's initial commandment to Hosea. uses words derived
from the root i1)l four times. "And Yhwh said to Hosea:
The use ofthe infinitive absolute in conjunction with the finite verb gives an intensity to the
phrase ii{1D i1jt-~~3<5 (rendered variously as "great whoredom" [NRSV] ''vilest adultery"
[NIV]. and somewhat weakly as ''unfaithfulness'' [REB]). The use aCthe verb echoes the
phrase '"'woman of harlotries and children of harlotries" in the first part aCthe clause, with
its nouns fonned from the same root. The translation of the root ;,)1 in its so-called
metaphorical usage has been a source ofdifficulty for translators, as English words such as
"harlot" carry a great many connotations wb.ich may not accurately reflect the sense of the
Hebrew. This difficulty is especially detectable in Hosean studies, because of the desire to
interpret O":mT niVt4l in a literal, historical sense while still being true to the pluase's
metaphorical meaning. Thus one encounters a huge variety ofexplanations as to when and
,. Harper. AMen and Hosea [ICC). 214; Andenen and Freedman. Hosea [AB 24]. 169; Macintosh Henea
[ICC], 8; Bruce K. Waldce and M. O'Connor, An InlrodUClion 10 BiblicaJ Hebrew Syntax (Winona Lake,
Indiana: Eisenbniuns. 1990), 35.2.2 (58()'3);GKC§113 I-n (342).
\6
bow it became obvious that Gomer was such a woman as well as to the sort ofwoman the:
pbra.seindicates.
The standard lexiconsdcfine the rooti1JT as indicating illicit sexual activity." The
English word "harlot'" (and its archaic: predecessor "go awboringj may not. however, be: the
best word in this instance as it has associations beyond unfaithfulness that have more to do
with sexual activity as an occupation rather than unfiUthfulness in the context ofmarriage.:JI
The root meaning is commonly used to deal with sexual activity outside ofmarriage. It bears
some relationship with the root ~t':),39 although it seems that "znh is the more general or
inclusive term'" afthe two.olO The key to the use of both these roots is the violatioo nfthe
husband's marital rights as "mil is not used for incest or other prohibited relationships such
as homosexual relations or bestiaJity.... ' UnfortunatelY,ilJT also "includes the activity ofthe
professional prostitutc".q ....iLich makes the distinction between the two uses dependent to
a large degree: upon the context.. In terms of specific vcrbaI form., however, there is good
., "tIuhIen", "'treIlIO$ sein" ("commit fCllRlicmoo.... "'be tmfailhfur' HAUT 264&, ET: 275, ); "eornmit
Carnation, be, hariot"(BOB 27Sb);{DCHvol ru, 1211 "pfostituteoneseir (jilt I]).
·"Bothtnns!arions, however. $hare an orieotatioo IOwwd tbeprofes:sionalprostitute" PbyUisBin1,-To Play
me Harlol:': AD Inquiry into an Old Tesarnc:ntMcupbor" [75-94J il'l Genduand DiffentJ12 ;"AnciUU Is,ad
(PqmyL D.y(cd.); Minnellpolis: Fortress Press, 1989), 75•
....Ebebrudltrel.Den... ""c:ommitadultc:ry"(HAUT621b-2&, ET:651a). "'usu. Ortnan. always with wire or
another" (BOB 610b Qa.l la (v '\"I)}). The NlV renders Hosea 1:2 as "adulterous wire and children or
unraithfiilnes.s~thus taking 'Bet u"""Im to be virtlIaUy synonymous with '\1'). REB chooses the adjective
'unchasle·.
"0 Bird,"To Play tbe Harlot" 76.
•, ibid.,90.nole 13.
Gibid.,77.
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evidence that it is only the feminine qal participle which specifically designates the
professional prostitute. Deuteronomy 22: 13-21, for example, describes asimation in which
a woman can be divorced and stoDed on the grounds of 0()( having been a virgin when
married. She is said to have "committed adisgraceful act in Israel by prostituting berseLfin
her father's bouse" (Deul22:21. NRSV)_~l The usc oCiDY here is obviously in reference to
an act ofillicit selru3l activity before marriage, and the action isan offence against the young
woman's father, the man under whose authoritysbe is. In this instance the woman is deemed
guilty for having had sexual relations as a maiden in her father's household. Her role is not,
in spite ofthc use aCthe root i1JT, the same as the socially denigrated. but accepted, role of
the prostitute.
As Phyllis Bird notes. boweVC". these two distinct uses 0(i"1)1 can sometimes occur
within the same passage, as in the story of Judah and Tamar (Gen 38)." When Judah
approaches Tamar to purchase sex (Gen 38: IS, 16), he does so because be is convinced she
is a profcssiooal prostitute (l'1")!l ilno:l ~:l il) t, i1:lU'1~1-"hc: thought sbc was az6nA
because she badcovel'ed bef-facej. WbenJudah later discovers that his daughttt-in-law has
become pregnant, it isannounced to him: "Yourdaugbter.in.lawTamachasplayed tbewhore
.. i1-~1ll n-~ nUT; ~"lZi'::I ii',:Ji iirnlU"'::I (NIV: ".d.i$gJKefullhina in Isnlcl. by being promiscuous
while still in her father'$ ho~"; REB: "'an outrage in Israel by playing the prostitute in her falher'$ ho~i
.. Bird. '"To Playthc Harlot" 77·8; "1be Harlot as Heroine: NlllTllliveAttIllld. So<:ia1 Presuppo$ition in lhree
Old TC$tanlCnlTcxu" Seme(Q4611939 [119-39J 124.
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nn'n IOn ilruT); moreover sbe is pregnant as a result ofwboredom (C"Jm,)" (Gen
38;24, NRSV). Yet in verse 24 there is no prostitute., thet'C is only a scxually active: widow.
The two uses of ilJT in the same passage point to a distinction that sometimes goes
unrecognised because both these meanings are derived from the same root: a confusing fact
even though they are different forms of the verb.
[TJhe RSV contains. wont p'-.y tIw isabsmt in theH~.or itslwpms. wont pl.ly!hat
isn<KflX\lSedinlheociginal. The rransbtionofthe vcrbUUtdas"'playtbehuiof' is, Ithink.
mistaken, b!.rt it poWs to an imponmt socio-liDguistic c:onsidermoo in the IIn&uage
employedlodc:saibeTUIW"'sd~a'ldhercrime.. lbeEngiishlrWl$l.ation.
KkDowIedaes awT_"'Pbyedlbehariot"whm, in fact, lIOonebutthereaderknowstlw
tbM.islitt:ra1IyIrUe. ••Thcessetllialdiffe=K:e~thetwoU5CSislbesoao..Ie:plSlatuS
of the woman involY'ed..•The IICtiYily is the same in bolh insIaoces, as the common
vocabulary indicales,namety, noo-marita.l intercourse by_woman.. lnooeCQe., howeYer-.
ilappear$10 be licit, bearinano penalty; in the other ilis illicit, bearing the extremepenally
ofdeath."
The word m1r is used in Genesis 34 at the end of the story of Dinah and Sbecbem
in the phrase ,m1n~-nt\ ii~lr imT:lil. "Shall mey treat our sister as a i1)1T?" (Oen
34:31). In this instance Dinah is most emphatically nota prostitute. norda her brolhersseem
to be holding her responsible for what h:u happened. The use of the word z6nii is obviously
rhetorical and anticipates an empbaric denial., particularly as her brothers have already
enacted revenge for what lbey have considered m.istreatmenL The unspoken understanding
is that it is only with a ron6 that one could expect to have had sex without any
·'Bird."TlIe Hlll'lotll5 Heroine" 124.
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consequences..06 In Leviticus it is forbidden for a priest to marry either an i1JT iT~ or "a
woman who bas been defiled" (Lev 21:7, NRSV)!' 1be restatement ofthesc injunctions
substitutes i1Jl for ;liT i1~. indicating thal these two terms are synonymous." If one
considers further the example ofRahab;" she is called both an iTl1T iliDt' (Josb 2:1) and
"tbeztSnd"(Josh6:17. 25), further indicating that tbesetwo tennsaresynooymous., while in
Judges 16:1 samson stops to see an j'1')11 illZJt' at Qaza (i.e., to visit a prostitute. not an
adulterous woman). Deuteronomy forbids the offering of i1J,r lJnM in the house ofYbwh
(DeuI23:19). This passage obviously represents a woman who is viewed somewhat
negatively, but whose presence is acknowledged and accepted in a way in which sexually
active daughters are DOt. his lhus evident that the form z6nQ. the qal participle, is lhe form
"i.e.. Tbcanswco;is"No! No one trear:s our5isler likcaz6nd!" COIW'aAndc:nua .... FrcuIroan(Ho.ua(AB
24).160).wboseemlO~tberbetorical.~oftbis~intheirmWysis,citinglhispu.sqe
~:::;;a:::-':=fi~~;~lhe':oa~~~~~7~32Ob)8DB
as 'se:xually dishonoured' (BOB 32111). This is reiterated in !be swemem that. pries!: will marTY"only.
_ who is II virgirl"(Lev 21:IJ)and not "a widow, ora d.iYOl'CCd woman... 0l'"11 i1:ir'(Lcv 21:104).
.. Thus DCH vol 3. Ina rom 14] "plc. as IlOUIl (alw. fem.) "'T. prvstitlolt, ••rtot, (often iliT~ "
IO'OIIIdII, "prostitvltr' ArId fUrther Wahkeand o'Connor. Iflll'Odudion to Bib/ictJJ HdrtwSyntax., 52d (86).
~orDOlthetmderleylowritlltbewonl$UiptiopiDIQ{with._,W1usua1intheLamed-He..lass)is
I resultofitsbcingQlflSickn:dehieflyllll.oc:cvpatiorW DOUrl n1hcI"thIn a partidple is possible, Il1thouih not
easily demonstrlble. See JlIl1leS Barr, T1w. V"'iabk Spellings of1M Hebnw Biblt (The Scb.weidt L.eo.:tures
1986; OxfOl'd: Oxford University Press. (989),76-7.
"Bird, '"The Hariotu Heroine" 126-32. Birdarguesthal Rahab's role in the Slorymust be understood uthat
ofa oommoo prostiNte l'llther than a h.ierodule. One enc:ounteB • similar attempt 10 link Gomer, and thus the
leml C",,)T n~ with lemplc proscilUtion, or in Wolff's case one-time rilUal sex.
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that specifically designates the professional prostitute.so Unfortunately the other forms ofthe
verb do Dot bear the same meaning, which is the source ofthe confusion over translation to
which Bird refers.sl This confusion is why Tamar's activity is acceptable as loog as she is
an anonymous woman with the status ofa zona, hut the same activity in a daughter-in-law
living in one's bome may be punished by death. The stipulation in Deuteronomy 22 follows
much the same rationale. The use ofthe same root may have arisen from a usage indicating
the denigration ofa woman who has participated in illicit sexual activity by referring to her
as "behaving like a z6ntf' or the opposite, wherein a prostitute is characterised by "being
promiscuous." In any event, there is no need to confuse these two uses. '!2
.. Thus a separate entry in HALAT (264b. ET: 275b), although the phrase "occasionally or professionally
committing fomication" qualifies the distinction between the participial form and other verbal forms. The
Anchor Bible Dictionary also makes this distinction in a 50mewllal lentative manner (see Elain Adler
Goodfriend, "Prostitution" ABO V [505·510J and KaTeI van derToom, "Prostitution (Cultic)" [51(1..513]).
This use ofa participle as an occupational noun is relatively common, cf.116pher, Mhen, q6holelh.
l' Teresa J. Hornsby ("'Israel Has Become a Worthless Thing': Re-Rc:ading Gomer in Hosea 1-3" JSOT
8211999 {I 15-28]) falls into the same error by failing!O distinguish between ::6na and the fmite verbal forms
ofthe rool i'DT,particuJarly with ref= 10 the SIOry ofJudah andTMlar(l 19-20). Shealsoundetplaysthe
reasoningbehindthestandardtranslarionofnp'ua reference to mamage (124: "no reason"). She does all
this toattempttopromolelhefigureofa frec.autonomous businesswoman broughtund«control,u the image
in Hosea 1-3 is "'an ennged repceseotation ofhow the Yehud natives peroeive what has happened to Israel at
the bands oftbe immigrant factions, particularly the pnests" (127). This interpretation requirc:s a post·exilic
dating "in Persian-period Yehud. It was a time and place of social, political and religious tumIOil" (\25).
Needk:ss to say, it is difficult to gauge the relative level oflumult between this period and many other times
and places suggested fortheongins of Hosea 1-3. For another perspective see Rut TOmkvist, The Use and
Abuseo/Female. Sexual Imagery in file Booko/Hasea: A. Feminisf Critical Approach 10 Hos /-3 (uppsala's
Women's Studies; Uppsala: Uppsala Library, \ 998), 85-\ \5. T6mkviscaJso objeeu 10 im u 'whore' buton
different grounds, tracing an alJegeded "changed meaning'" (115) from 'foreign' Co 'whore', but without
denying the derogatOly lone ofthewotd.
lZ However the usage arose: it is readily understandable.. One need onlycomparecolloquial uses oflemlS lilee
"whore" to see how fine nuances ofmeaning become bllJl'Ted and distorted in polemical language. There is
a large degree ofoverlap between the language applied 10 prostilUte:s and the language ofpromis<:uity. and
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While other forms of the verb can indicate illicit sexual activity (Deut 22:21), a
common use of the root jm refers to a description afthe Israelites' worship ofgods other
than Yhwh. This use is particularly striking in the prophetic works (e.g., Ezek23; Hos 1:2;
Jer 2:20; ):1), but is by 00 means confined to these books (e.g., Judg 2:17; 8:27, 33). The
use of'sexual' language (i.e.• language concerning betrothal, marriage, infidelity, ctc.) on a
broader scale is also used to describe the relationship between Yhwb and Israel. Israel's lack
of faithfulness is described as 'adultery' <'1t41J. e.g., Ezek 23:47), and the relationship
between Israel and Yhwh is likened to a marriage (c.g., Hos 2:19, 20) or the union oflovers
(Ezek 16:8). A large pan afthe confusion and ambiguity surrounding the uses ofim (and
in particular the metaphor of Hosea 1.3) is a result ofthe application afthe entire spectrum
ofinl-rela!ed terms from the world of marital and sexual relationships to the relationship
between Yhwh and Israel.
Pluases such as 'play the harlot' and 'awhoring' are, if not over-translations, at the
very least questionable because of the starns that words like 'harlot' and 'whore' bave in
English. While there is DO way to avoid me use ofsome type oftennioology that accurately
reflects the occupation ofthezonti, a woman from whom one can purcbase sexual favours,
either explan.ation leads 10 much the same state ofaffairs thai we encounter in the bfblica.llext. Zdnd is used
of Nineveh in Nahum 3:4 in the phrase the "zemmfm of a rond', which is once again abusive rather than
descriptive language. The "harlocries ofa harlof' seems rather redundant iftaken as descriptive language. It
bears II(Jting thac this phrase teUs against a completely positive sense oflhe occupational noun zona. Tolenmce
is not the same as complete aca::planCe.
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it is necessary to ask whether the phrase 'play the harlot' carries the necessary connotations
to capture a phrase like r.,l4li'T mrn i1Ji in English. It seems particularly strange, uoot
misleading to refer to a zona as a 'prostitute' and then to revert to more archaic language
(such as 'awhoring') when other verbal forms are encountered. Yet it is confusing to
misrepresent the distinction between zonu as the professional prostitute and the use ofznh
to indicate sexual transgressions. Even more importantly many scholars have misunderstood
the nature of the 'metaphorical' use ofrclated words and phrases. particularly as found in
the prophetic literature and have applied far too literal a reading in most ofthese instances.
In Hosea we encounter a use of znh that is an extension of the use of this root to indicate
illicit sex. The paralleling ofilJi -derived tcnns with 'l~)-derivedterms is acommon feature
ofWs 'metaphorical' use ofrnh.SJ lbis paralleling has led to an understanding ofthese two
terms as more or less synonymous, with 'll'll) bearingthe 'more restricted sense.' According
to the Theological Dictionary ofthe Old Testament:
Theplep.z6nlIh or '/shsMhz6nlIhdesignates a woman wlto has hadscxual inlen:ourse with
somwne with whom she does not have a fonnal covenant ll'lationship. Any sexual
ll'wionship of a woman outside the maniage bond or without a formal union is lermed
fornication. When lItere is already a formal union and the sexual association is formed
outside Ihis union, zillf4h becomes synonymous with nreph. "commit adulleoy" (rrreph
being thus a narrowerteml thwr4ntlh)."
.. e.g.. Has 2:4;4:13;Jer3:8-9 and also Ezelt23:37 (d. 23:35 forthetenn 'whorings').
.. rDOTIY.lOO.
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The paralleling of~~J with n:n in the prophetic literature has unfortunately led to
a confusion between these two distinct terms, adding ro the confusion over the twofold use
of inr. After carefully defining the difference between the two terms, Theological
Dictionary ofthe Old Testament states:
The terms, however, are not mutualiyexclusive: a prostitute can be married and thus be all
adulteress, and an adulteress canacccptpayment forsexual favors(1er. S:7f.: Has. 4:13f.).
Hosea's wife Gomer is an example of terminological intenlction, for she is holh an
adulteress and a prostitute (Hos. 2:4[2]; 3:I_J).S$
This statement is far from unassailable and very strong objections can be raised against it.
The verse references given are more damaging than helpful to this position, since if onc
examines them closely one finds reasons to chaHenge Gomer's being proffered as an
example of terminological overlap and Hosea 4: 13 as providing support to the above
statement. Hosea4:13 does not., forexample.directlyequate'l~JwithiiJT. The line: "Your
daughters play the whore, and your daughters-in-law commit adultery" (i1r:nn 1=1-"11
i1)~l<')n C~"n''':J' C;J"nn:::l) does set the two in parallel, but this sort ofparalleling does
not necessarily indicate that the two terms are synonymous. Hebrew poetic style is h.eavily
dependent upon the device ofpara1lelism, but 'parallel' does not mean that two terms are
equated in terms oftheir semantic content.S6 "How can I pardon you? Your children have
"TDOTIX.lIS .
.. Kugel (The Idea ofBibiko/ Poelry: ParaUefismand Its His/Qry [New Haven and London: Yale University
Press, 1981]), whose wOrXchalJenges the very useoftheteml 'poetry' as acategory indiscUS!lingtheHebrew
Bible, stales: "our whole presentation has been pitched against the notion that it is actual poralleli/fj(ofany
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forsaken me, and have sworn by those who are no gods. When I fed them to the full, they
committed adultery and trooped to the houses ofprostitutes" (Jer 5:7, NRSV). This verse
is a similar example to the one above although, when placed in its (argercontext, its purpose
is obviously to decry the offences afthe 'children' in a vivid, imaginative manner and oot
to describe in a semantically nuanced way the actions which have led to the prophetic
condemnation. The following line: "They were well-fed lusty stallions, each neighiDg for
his neighbor's wife" (Jef 5:8) continues the polemic.S7 TIlls sort of language is obviously
exaggerated so as to drive home a point, not to give information about the circumstances
which the prophet is condemning. It is colourful, blunt language which is meant to offend
and decry but not to describe. It would be methodologically weak to read too many nuances
into each aCtbe words in such phrases.
When one examines the scholarship on the figure ofGomer one discovers that there
are several obfuscating tendencies on the part of commentators. The uncertainty of the
meaning ofthe pbraseC"jur nlDt" is part ofthe confusion, but by no means is it decisive.
sort that is the point." (51). The point for Kugel is the emphatic ch8nlcter oftke second pornon ofthe clause
t'canying it further, echoing it, defining it, restating it, contrasting with it, il does 1101 mailer which--bas an
emphatic, 'seconding' chatacter"'-51). Even among those who continue to use the term 'parallelism' there
is a recognition thaI the idea of'"parallelism" as"a semantic phenomenon" is "anold one"(Adele Betlin, The
Dynamics QfBiblical Parallelism, [Bloomington: Indiana University PteM. 1985], 19).
"The previous line is no less figutative for all that it may describe realistic activities, as not every adulterer
would neo::essarlly frequenl a bit zona, nor WOIIld soliciton ofprostitutes all be adulteren (keeping in mind
that adullery requires the violation ofanother man's sexual conuol over a woman). Both are merely examples
of the sort ofbehaviour in which the apostl.te induJge.atleasc from the point nfviewoftheone issuing the
condemnation.
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In fact,lhe desire to make sense ofHosea 1:2 in tenns ofbiography or history has !pven rise
to a larger portion of this confusion than the dispute over semantic nuances ofrbis or that
phrase. although the latter plays a large role when scholars fail to rewgnise when it is
appropriate to interpret a passage in such a manner and when it is not.
To return to the figure ofOomer as we find her in Hosea 1:2 (and the commentaries),
we encounter the iDT-based noun C"jDT, not the qat participle zona ('prostitute'). The
pattern ofthis word is commonly classed as an abstract.sa There are other instances ofnouns
built from the rootiDt used in a similar manner suchasniJ~39(e.g.,Hos4:11; 6:10; Ezek
23:27), although in both instances the ambiguity concerning the nuance of the phrase
remains. There are two problems with determining in what tnalmer one should understand
these words and phrases. Firstly the phrase C'~;:J\ n~ is followed by the expression
C',iJ\ '"17:1 making interpretation all the more difficult, since a 'wife of harlotries' is
mysterious enough without the expression 'children ofbarlotries' accompanying it. This
mystery is particularly troublesome for a biographical approach. as marriage is assumed to
precede children rather than all being mentioned in one fell SWOOp.60
OJ ·'pl. abstr. intens..~ (Bl;>B 276a). HALATgives as its primary definition the ooncme let "fomication~
although Hos 1;2 is ootedas dcscribingtendency or chacacteristic (""inclined 10 fornicate" ffJU.AT264b, ET:
2761). On the formation see GKC §124f(398).
"mn, 'U.f. abm." (BOB 276a). Forme formationofnouDS inn'·seeGKC §861t.(241). Theclassificalion
ofanoun as abstract need not, however, prevent its use as a ooncrde noun, see GKC §83c(226).
.. Narurally the question ofhow exactly one goes about finding such a wife is rather problematic, especially
when one ill also looking 10 acquire children with the same attn"bUIes..
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ThepbraseC~"Jt~ as beingadescriptioDofcbanlcter.one with a proclivity for
the activities descn"bc:d by1he root iln, bas a significant ttadition ofinte:lpreters. Jerome's
commentary notes this sense ofthe word ZVfiUrfm:
Verbum. Hebn.ic:wDzanunim.noa fomicariam.et famicationem.utpleriqueaeslimant,sed
mulwfomicarionessonat. Exquo05lenditu:rmulierista,quampropheusumitinCOlliugem,
DOn semel sed fi'equentius fomX:ata. lit quanto ill, sordid_est. WIIO sit prophetapWcntior,
ql.litalc:muxorem dwcerit.°'
This is the interpretation followed by Harper in his commentary. although he claims that this
tendency would oot have been readily apparent.
-Awifeofwhoredom.lJ Not(I)onewhowasWldlastc:,L... harlot,atthetimeofmamage,
bcl:ause (0) H05ell would scat«ly have: attributed such. conunand 10 Yahweh; (b) this
would be in«msislcnt with the symbolic n::pn:sentation wllkh makes 1Sl'*:1 (and, tbaefoll:,
lbewoman) at fllSt raithfu!(Jc. 2'); (e) tbeordinary wonI:'ijt would bdtt:rhave been used.
Nor (2) one who, like ,U Israelites of !he day, was spirilually unclean, Lt!. addi<:ted 10
idolatry. But (3) one wbo, altbough c:hastc:.r.lhctimc ofawriage, had in bel"atcndeDcyto
impurity wtUch later IMnifested itsdf."
Wolff agrees with not confusing an ordinary prostitute ("'8 soliciting prostitute") with the
woman described in Hos 1;2. His understanding is also thai "'C~J']T refers to a personal
quality, not an activity" although this is"a personallnLit recognizable before the marriage,"
.. Jerome. Com_arif in Pf'OpIrnas MittOrQ [CCbr). '"The Hebfew word uurunl", does not, as many think,
mean. prostiMe [romicariaJ orromication butralhcrrmgs{sonat] ormany romicalions. TIwwoman(whom
theprophel:l2kesinmarria&e),nol:oncebutrepc:atedlyrornicaledsom.~disgracefuJ[sordidiorJshe
is. by thall'lluch may the prophet who will havoe married such a WOIlWI suffer" (I).
aHIIptt,~IOlCU'QndHas«r[lceJ,201.Needless lO say it ishermeneuti<:allysuspectlOsoea,silyassociate 'one
who isuncbaste' with thcttnn 'harlot' in EDgHsh. This is to say nothingorreason Oa) which assumes what
Hosea would or wouJd DOt attributc to Yhwh. never mind that samflOnC has written that Yhwh give the
commandment "Go, take a wire orwhoredoms" carini little about deeming under precisely what conditions
her 'whORdoms' are 10 be lIIlderstood. The irony beJe is that the biblical text attnbutes exactly such a
commandment 10 Yhwh: it is the lIlOdem reader I COntmCfltator who can scarcely accept or be(ieve iL
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and not a term chosen in hindsight.6] Wolff favows understanding these '1Jarlotric:s'" as
occurring in a fertility rite, although this is DOt to say that Gomer was a cultic prostitute but
ratbe'r "simply representative oCher contemporaries in Israel." Gomer was thus a oDe-time
lay participant (rather than a cultic specialist) in a feniLity rite which occurred once in every
lsmelitc woman's lifetime.'-
Wolff's interpretation is echoed by James Luther Mays' commentary, although Mays
prefers to see Gomer as a 'sacred prostitute' rather than a mere participant in cultic fertility
rites.
'Harlotry' (Z'minim, a plUlllI ohb$traction) denotes a category Ofpenoll, their class more
than their activity. Hosea was toselec:ta woman who was recopizable as harlolrous in the
senseoftbcword in his prophetic voeabulaty. Shccouldnothavebeensimplyawomanof
unknown promiscuou$ tendencies; that would not serve as ~ious obedience 10 the
command.. A common prosti1utc would Wisfy the public symbolism, but not ascloquenlly
as one who$esexua.l promiscuicy was amattero(the very IIarioay of Israel in the cub of
Baal ThclDOf'elikc:lyCltt8O'Yisthatofthesacmlproslitutes(q'dd«;cf. 4.14).Od
Mays' suggestion is thatGomer, inordetto properly fulfil Ybwh's commandment, could not
have been either an ordinary lsnlelite woman nor a woman whose promiscuous nature
became apparent after marriage. Rather she must have been clearly identifiable as
"harlotrous'" from the very beginning, nor could she bave been a 'mere' prosblUte.
Andersen and Freedman understand C')"r n~ to mean "a promiscuous wife"
although they feel it is "a mistake in analyzing the word znwnym to separate the idea from
OIl Wolff, DotklcDpropheton / [SKAT 1411]. 13. ET: [Hmo]. 13.
.. ibid., IS. ET: IS.
., Mll)'S. HO$ea [On]. 26.
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the action. since these~ organically related in biblical tbougbL"'" The related term .,~).
which is used in panillel. demonstrates that ""she has violated bet" marriage vows." This could
have occurred in "cultic sexual aetivitY'.'J although these activities would only have taken
place some time after the marriage. They write:
A Ii!eral reading of lhe pauage ~t DlWII}'1ft wyIdy VIWI9'''' would require her 10 be an
adul~swith sevenl c:hiJdren bef~ e-..::n meeting Hosea.. Common sense, ifnOl more
eompla laws of evidence and probability, diaate5lhat we keep !he number ofwive5~
dtildren 10 a minimwn.. The51oryoflhechildren malcesicelcart/l.lt 1:2 must be undcr$tood
prolepticaU)'-Hosea did not acquire them all at once but only aftc.- several years. Similarly
his wife onlybecame an adulteress aftermaniage and, ifwe can lake 2:7 as a description of
domestic reality,onlyafterlhechildren were bom.6I
A. A. Macintosh also renders C~)'n n~ by the phra.se "promiscuous wife" with
the undemanding that this commandment of Ybwh's is "the result of Hosea's reflecting
rerrospeetivelyon his experiences and his message-, while O. I. Davies claims the phIase
means merely "a prostitute" and the unusual phnue "may have been chosen to lay greater
.. Andersen and Freedman, Ho-o [AB 24), IS7:"Anyone des<:n1led as'" promiscuous wife" is engaged in
ae::tivityCllllSistc:ntwilhhercharaa:et. whicb is~bylhewonfmwll)'l'l'l."00 Ander$enand Freedman
wanl to keep the~ from postUlating. "'promiscuity ofdw1lc:ler" that involves no real physieal
promiscuily? Thisphnsiog is as obscure as anywithin the [e:xl ofHosea.
.....nderseDandFreedman.H_[A824].IS9.
"ibid., 162. "Commorl sense" is a notoriously 5USpect line ofaltpllllallo partieuJarly when the biblical lext
itselFsecms to do nothing to dissuade"a literal reading" oflhe passllge. II does seem mon: logical 10 keep the
number ofwives and children limited, but the fact that me initial commandment oFYhwh is so 'shocking'
might lead one to be more cautious in summoningc:ornmonsensceo one's aid in the treattnent of this text.
• Macintosh., Hr»ca [ICC]. 1·9.
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emphasis on the ...."Oman·s character than on her profession, or to match more closely the
Conn of the following phtase."l0
One should note howthecommenraries, while acknowledging certaindifficulties, fail
to distinguish clearly enough the difference between a ii{ir and the woman Hosea is
commanded to 'take'. There are reasons for this confusion; firstly the confusing role that
chapter 3 and its woman play in regards to Hosea's relationship to Gomer. Secondly, the
phrase "'These are my pay, which my lovers have given me" (Hos 2; 14, NRSV) gives rise to
acertain amount ofconfusion. The word ;"1{~~, found only here, is assumed to indicate the
"pay" or recompense ofa prostitute by the majority of the commentaries connecting it with
the word Ht:l~ (Oeut 23; 19, in'T pntfil).7J Andersen and Freedman observe that there may
be a distinction being made by the author; "The fact that Hosea avoids the regular term for
a prostitute's fee, as well as the term for prostitulc in speaking ofthe woman., indicates that
she did nOl fill thai role, at least professionally."12 Andersen and Freedman obvious[ydo not
'" Davies, Hosea [NCB], 50-I. Davies thus does not CQnsider ni" to indicate maoiage in this cootext,
although onc should note that in his interpretation lhcll: is room for a prostitute ofa certi>in "charactcr" nllher
than mCll:ly one with ihe appropriate professional SUlt11S,whatcvcrsort of"chill'llCtcr" hc is iInplying in this
passage. Davies' interpretation of the symbolism is intriguing, as in his analysis ofa liaison with a prostitute
Hoseawould stand forBaalrntherthan Yhwh,althoughhcstillsecs anemphasissimilartootherCOlllIllcntaries
In the phruc C'j1n ~.
"ThllSHALAT:"gift(toallarlot),h1l11cM'srcward"(99b, ET I03a);BDB I07lb['/imnjand lOnb[DIIpnj
; Harper, Hosea [ICC], 231; Wolff, Hosea [SKAT 14111, 36, 46., ET: [Herm], 31, 38 "Dimen.lolm"; Mays,
Hosea [OTL], 42; Macintosh,. Hosea [ICC], 63; Davies, Host!Q [NCB], 77.
n A.1I<le= and Freedman, Hosea (AB 24], 254. The vagucncss of this SUllCmentand its wholly speculative
basis (the ODe appe;uanee ofmnft) would, one would think, serve as a warning about the usefulness of this
text for historical inquity. At the very least one should not speeulale upon the basis ofa hapax: legomenon.
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want to identify "the woman" with a "regular" prostitute for whom one would use "the
regular term for a prostitute's fee." The references to "pay" and to "purchasing" (Hos 3:2)
leave one wondering why there is no direct statement of the woman of 3:2 (nor Gomer in
chapter 1) being a zona, iftbere is indeed biography present in these chapters. It is this
omission which should warn commentators that the presentation ofthe woman (or women7J)
in chapters I·) is notconcemed with providing the sort ofdetails that modem commentators
are seeking, nor in being consistent in the language used to describe her.
The problems involved with these interpretations do not deal solely with thesemantic
range ofHebrew words or Hebrew lexicography. There is a strong tendency to use language
that properly applies to the world ofprostitution when harshly criticising sexual promiscuity.
One need only think ofcolloquial English in itsapplicationofa word like "whore" to women
who are not necessarily promiscuous or prostitutes. It is merely used to lash out and has
relation to the woman's status from the point of view of the wronged party. Scholars and
philologists have, for whatever reasons, largely ignored this polemic side to the use of
language associated with prostitution. The Concise Oxford Dictionary (8th ed., 1990), to
take a comparable example in English. gives as a deftnition of the word 'slut'; "a slovenly
Unfortunately this waminghas remained unheeded in recent commentaries dcspiteovertures to the problems
of finding biography in Hosea 1-3. How one 'fills the role' ora prostitute, but not professionally, is difficult
10 understand. A simpler explanalion is !hat there is no prostitute anywhere, merely exaggerated rhetoric that
doesnolbalkatcoarse languageorimagety.
'l The dispute 0Ye!" whether there is one woman or two is vittually irrelevant to the point being stressed here
concerning the ambiguity ofme language and the avoidance oflhc term rona.
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woman; a slattern; a hussy:' Ifonc looks up the word 'slovenly' one discovers the definition
"careless and untidy; unmethodicaL" 'Slattern' unfortunately is also defined as '8 slovenly
woman' while 'hussy' is defined as "an impudent or immoral girl or woman." [t may be
because afthe peculiarities of Canadian English. butanc would be hard pressed to find the
use of the word 'slut' (both derogatory and offensive) in popular usage as an insult in the
sense 'unmethodical'. At the vety least one should note the complete absence of sexual
references in regard to this particular dictionary entry, a fuet which wouJd probably surprise
many English speakers.14
The exact meaning of i1JT is also obscured by the scholarly use of words like
'fornication' and 'barlot', The Theological Dictionary oflhe Old Tcstament defines i1Ji as
"primarily a sexual relationship outside of a fonnal union... Any sexual relationship ofa
woman outside the marriage bond or without a fonnal union is tenned fomication."u Yet,
as has been indicated above. ifa itJ1r is a soliciting prostitute regardless ofher social status
or the attitude with which society views her, her activities are not equal to those ofeither a
married woman or an unmarried woman in her father's household. The difficulties in
74 This may have to do with the dictionary's ntannccoflreating "vocabulary that is orean be offensive, either
gencraLlyortoparticulacgroupsofpcople"a1thoughtheclaimcxprcsscd forthcdictionary'sproccdure is "that
by explaining them with appropriate historical comment and a clear indication ofthe offensiveness involved,
a better awareness of their inbctcrtt distastefulness may be generated." ("Preface" to The Concise Orford
Dktioruuy,ix)
" TOOTlV,100.
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tenninology stem in large measure. as mentioned above, from the uncritical use ofthe rather
vague. polemical sexual terminology in the prophetic literature and from the lack ofclarity
to words like 'fornication' in contemporary English usage.
The largest obstacle to clarifYing the figure of Gomer, one placed there by her
interpreters, is the deeply rooted historical questions surrounding her. The fact that most of
the commentaries are anxious, in spite of a rather consistent etymologising ofC")1:n niVt'\
as "a promiscuous woman," to speak ofboth marital breakdown and. in the same breath, of
Gomer's possible status as a prostitute rather than some other, perhaps less elaborate,
explanation is a puzzling fact (e.g., perhaps Hosea was commanded to marry a promiscuous
woman and hedidjust that). The blurring of'prostitute' with 'adultery' and 'promiscuity'
on me part of scholars stands in sharp contrast to the amount of critical effort directed
towards understanding Hosea and Gomer in biographical terms,76 As Yvonne Sherwood
Despite the huge variety ofinterpretarions, C(lmmentalors are united in their assertion Ihal
Hosea could not possibly have married an C"ml n~, and this reading has anained such
a..scetldarK:y that critics rarely think, or dare. to suggest an alternative. Without suggesting
that there is only olle way 10 read the text, I find it suspicious that the most obvious
inlerprewion. that the prophet did marry a wife ofllatlotry, is so SlUdiously avoided.f'I
'" As has been noted above. the«: is a certain amount ofambiguity to the language which is applied in these
areas although one would hope for a more careful analysis from scholars. In HlIIpCr's phrase "one who was
unchaste. i.e. a harlot" the 'i.e.' betrays the sensibility of the commentator. A professional prostiNle is
certainty not chaste, but not everyone who is 'unchaste' (however that is defined) is a prostitute. The word
"harlol:' itself has become a nOl vCty meaningful way of tnlnSlatUtg, since it is hardly a commonly used word
in contemporary Englisb.
f'I S1ten¥ood, The Prostitute and the Prophet. 39.
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There are several reasons for this srudious avoidance of "the most obvious
interpretation" but most rest with the mistaken quest for biography with these chapters, and
a scholarly concern for exactness ofmeaning. These concerns are in marked contrast to the
text itself, where subtle nuances ofmeaning have been subordinated or entirely ignored for
the purposes ofpolemic. The quotation taken from Harper's commentary shows bowa sense
of propriety or seemliness can be used as a self.-evident justification of an lUlCertain
interpretation. It also shows that the interpretation has succeeded by the fact that its
commentators share in the condemnatory language towards the figure of Gomer, and
seemingly fail to realise that the text they are reading is polemical and not descriptive.7I
Scholarly propriety may also playa role, as it seems that few have raised the suggestion that
the use ofznh in the prophetic books ofthe Bible is more akin to the use ofthe words "slut"
or "whore" in the contcmpocary vernacuJar than it is to anything like finely detailed
descriptions ofthe worship beingcondemnedorofthe woman symbolising the worship. The
desire to seek out a histOrical, biographical context lessens the inlpact ofsuch material, and
unfortunately completely misses the point.
The discussion 10 this point has largely dealt with the various ways in which the
figure of Gomer, the O'j1n n~, has been viewed and the semantic range of the mh
1t Mary Joan Winn Leith, "Verseand Reverse: The Transfonmnion nfthe Woman. Israel, In Hosea I-J" [95-
108] in Gender-and Di.ffer-ence in Ancienllsroel, "The woman ofharlotry and the adulle£eSS have committed
related. but not identical misdeeds...Whac is imponant is chat both (chapters I and J) accowlts preserve the
essential image ora wife deemed unfit" (97).
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terminology which surrounds her. The designation oCher as a "prostitute" or as a "sluine
prostitute" has been shown to stand on far from secure ground. There is good lexicographic
evidence to refute this understanding, but surely far more damaging are the literary
considerations. The purpose of Hosea 1·3 is not to establish biographical details about
Gomer and Hosea, but rather to establish a metaphorical lens through which the rest aCthe
book may be viewed. Hosea represents Yhwh, and he is linked to a promiscuous woman.
As has been discussed, the language surrounding promiscuity is polemical, not descriptive,
and to attempt to make all the terms such as "prostitution," "'adulteries" and the like bear up
in all their nuances under a biographical inquiry leads to confused interpretations.
Theological Dicfionaryojthe Old Testament. for example, thinks ofGomer as "a prostitute"
but "both an adulteress and a prostitute."79 It is hard to imagine how this could have any sort
of literary impact were it biographical. as it seems difficult to empathise with someone
manying a prostitute and then complaining about her lack of chastity!1D
In the case of Hosea 1·3 scholarship has been slow to recognise that in tenns of
biography it is important to be exact, but in polemics it matters little. Thus, despite being
"a promiscuous woman" and not a prostitute, it is not contradictory to use a line such as
"these arc my pay" because the point is to decry religious apostasy in colourful language.
"TDOTlX. liS.
'" Excepting chat one imagine a scenario whert:in Gornerwas thought to have reformed, but returned to a life
ofprostitution nooetbeless, bw this would be in the rea.lmofpure speculation so far removed. from chetextas
10 be diffICult to eilhet refute or support.
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Regardless ofwhether or not Hosea himselfexperienced any personal tribulation, the
point of Gomer in Hosea 1:2 is to represent the land in a general way. lfone is prepared
to use the symbol of a promiscuous woman then it is only a logical extension to make use
of language that could be applied to the world of prostitution as well. Colloquial English
does much the same thing, with words like "whore" bearing a wider semantic range than
merely being references to the realm oftbe professional prostitute. particularly when used
to describe a woman who has been deemed to be unfaithful.'! It is offensive, but it is
meant to be a sweeping anack upon religious practices and activities, not a detailed
analysis or diagnostic survey ofthc condemned actions and the people or nation involved.
To take this sort of language literally, or 10 search through it for reliable: biographical
infonnation, is to miss its point. The designation ofGomer as a "cult prostitute" can be
analysed with the very same methods of historical inquiry, but surely the more damaging
critique is the one made by literary analysis. Such a c1ear(y metaphorical literary unit
must, at some point (even iforiginally biographical), involve a telescoping or
manipulating of the history or biography it purportedly contains. There is ample evidence
cited here to cast doubt upon the popular designation of Gomer as a prostitute, or even as
a participant in sexual cultic activity. The facl that these are different roles, yet are often
"ltoughtlOgowithoutsayingthatthereisadouble-slandardirnbeddedinpopularlinguistieusageinwhieh
there are eOUlltlc:ssofferu;ive terns to desen"bea promiscuous woman, but precious few directed against men.
The use of the word 'whore' inothereontcxts to descnl>e various manners ofbchaviour should also be Doted.
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viewed as interchangeable by conunentators speaks to the lack ofclearly biographical
infonnation in Hosea 1·3. The various designations ofGomer as a fertility cult
participant or a shrine prostitute are based upon tenuous evidence, and the very act of
theorising about the manner of her promiscuity sterns from not properly understanding the
nature or Iitcnuy character of Hosea 1-3 and the language it contains.
Most studies of Hosea divide it into two main sections: I) chapters 1·3, and 2)
chapters 4-14. As was explored in the previous chapter, this attitude towards the book.'s
basic struetw'e bas often been combined with an interest in searcbing for biographical
material about the prophet Hosea, his wife Gomer, and her alleged infidelities. The
confusion over the designation of the genre of Hosea 1·3 and the seemingly tenuous
relationship it shares wilhchapters 4-14 is largely a resuItofthis emphasis and its exegetica1
efforts. Recently however, some scholars have argued against this view and have maintained
that its literary and symbolic nature have priority over the search for biographical material.
The reaction aga.inst the preoccupation with biographical material is most notable in,
though not confined to, feminist reading5 of Hosea.1 In addition, several studies of Hosea
as a IiteIary work bave appeared in recent years, investigating different questions and
applying different approaches: than those y,itich had shaped previous generations ofscholars.]
Yet these readings, for the most part, aze as exclusively coocemcd with Hosea 1-3 as the
works with which they are taking issue_ The stance taken here, however, is that while the
, NaomiGraett, "GodislOlsrKlllSHusbandisIOWife:TbeMClaphorie8aUcringoCH05<:*'sWiCe~inTN
Feminist Ccmpwlion to the Loller PropheU (FeB S; Athalya Bramer (cd); Sheffield: Shcfftcld Ac.dmlie
PR:ss. 1995). {126-145]; Fokkelim Van Dijk-Hmuocs, "'The lmaginarion or P~ and the P_ of
Imagination: An IntertextuaJ Analysis ofTwo BiblicalloV'C Songs: The 500& or Soogs and Hosea 2~ ./SOT
4411919 [75-1IJ. ~I do not eonoeive ofHosea2, !lOT ofits immedhne context, ells. I and J, as a dircet reflection
of the 'teal' life of Hosea.~ (79); Sherwood, ~ Pnutitute and f~ P~p~t, II: "'Hosea', 'Yhwh' and
'Gomer, tben:Coce,&rC simplyreCetenees to charllCters ina lexland no epistcrnologieal orhistorical $Wement
is implied. Any similarity 10 any pcnons,living ordead, is, as they say, enri~lycoineidmtal.~
1Francis Landy, Houa [Readings]; Fisch, "Hosea: A Poetics ofViolmee"in Poetry With A PIUpOS~: Bib/feal
Poetfes and lmupretalion (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana Univenity Press, 1981), [136-57]; Paul
R. House, ~ Unity OftM Twelve (JSOTSup 97; Sheffield: The Almond Press. 1990); Gerald Morris,
P~phecy, Poetry and Hosea (JSOTSup 219; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1996).
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special character and nature of chapters 1-3 must factor into any reading of the book as a
whole, the role ofthese chapters belongs within the larger context oftlhe book and not as an
independent. isolated unit. lithe focus ofHosea's fll'Stsection is not biographical but serves
some other purpose, what might that purpose be? The very division orchapters 1-3 from the
rest of the book is largely dependent upon the assumption of histOOoricaI or biographical
motivations lying behind the ftrSt three chapters., and although there ar:-e ample problems for
this view it is not enough merely to point out its shortcomings: some alternative
understandings must be explored.
Scholars such as Morris and Fisch have brought forward many- examples ofstylistic
connections between 1-3 and 4-14 such as repetition (from ordinary r:epetition to a variety
ofpuns). use of certain key-words and phrases, and recurring imagery-,J all ofwhich testify
to a manner of reading Hosea in its entirety, even though Hosea has ..ot been a book that
always appears as a unified work to either historical or literary critics. "This apparent lack of
cohesiveness might first appear as problematic for the larger aim or this thesis, which is
ultimately concerned with the role of the first three chapters within the framework of the
entire book. Acknowledged here is the fact that since theconcem ofall previous scholarship
has been primarily with the first three chapters, a large portion of this project must of a
necessity bedirected towards the same section, ifonly to position the lllhaiysis and discussion
here in their proper place within a wider arena. As well, stating thatprewious scholarship has
'Morris. Prophecy. Poetry and Hosean 45-100; Fisch, "Hosea: A PoetiC$ ofViolemce" 144-49.
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been mistaken in termsofits understandingofthe book, in particular its isolationofcbaptefS
1-3 from the rest ofthe book,. need DOt require II. statement against the book's fragmentary
Dature; the often mentioned fragmentation, ambiguity, and seemingdefyingofbotb logic and
the reader's expectations is at the very heart of Hosea. Hosea's 'unity' is in its use of
paradoxical utterances and metaphors that do oot cohere in a logical or systematic fashion.
lbe seeming lack of organisation to chapters 4-14 is not accidental, and it is only the
emphasis placed upon chapters 1-3 as being at some level biographical (with its
accompanying efforts to organise and «:-organise the material iniO. coherent whole) which
bas obscured the fact that chapters 1-3 are themselves sequentially illogical and make
antithetical and even contradictory statements. To read Hosea carefully is to discover that
the key feature which unifies the book. is its alternating promises and imagery ofpunisbment
and forgiveness. This creates a tension and uncertainty within the book in regards to the
positive or negative nature ofthe chiefmessage being expressed.
The altemation ofthe imagery ispartofthe large.sca.lestructureofthe book. Chapter
I begins with a negative judgement on the bebaviour orIsrael while chapter 14 brings the
book to a close on a positive note with promises ofgrowth, fertility and the turning away of
Ybwb's anger (Hos 14;5-7). The early cbapten playa special role within the book by
introducing this stylistic feature in a variety ofways. By means ofwordplay upon the names
of Hosea's children (paronomasia), the text establishes a special and distinctive nuance to
the negative adverb 1"". The ambiguous use of images (rendering positive images as
negatives, negatives as positives, or allowing a single image to carry both positive and
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negative associations) also creates uncertainty as to the messageofthe oracles which employ
these images. The early chapters of Hosea alert the reader to these stylistic characteristics
and devices, introducing the book in its cotirety as presenting a message filled with
uncenaimyand tension between threats ofpunishment and promises ofrccoociliation.. This
chapter will closely examine these devices found in the earlycbapters ofHosea. particularly
chapters 1-2.
Previous scholarship as expressed in the standard academic commentaries !las Dot
dealt all that well with the issue aCthe structure of Hosea. The tremendous amount of time
and energy directed towards the type of analyses critiqued in the first chapter has distracted
attention from the issue ortbe present shape ofthe early chapters ofHosea and its influence
upon what follows. The commentaries generally make some sortofreference to the general
shape aCme book as a whole. taking note of its beginning with the negative indictment of
1s:rae11llKitt the banner oflbe charge r.,Mi1 min iiU--::::J and its ending willi a positive
section in chapter 14. Yet at a closer level there arc: many differences between the various
commentaries. although they share many oftbe same basic understandings concerning the
relation the early chapters of Hosea have with the following chapters.
Harper's inOuentiallCC commentary divides the text. true to the merbodology oChis
time, into original and 'secondary' sections. Tbe original verses ron throughout the entire
book, beginning in the first chapter and ending with the first verse ofthe fourteenth..~ There
• HlIlpel". HoseD. (ICC] has a chart (dx) mapping out the original and seeondN)' portions of the boolc.
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is a further division in the book's structure within the verses Harper believes to have
originated from Hosea himself:
(I) r-" 3'" is a story, briefly and simply told,. of tile prophet's own family experience,
narrated in part to make known IIow he came losee the message which he was to deliver 10
his people.
(2) 2"'·'0.'4. ". '" is the prophec's suggestion of tile meaning. obtained in the light orhis
own experience, in its explanation oflsmel's situation.
(3) DiscOUl'SeS uttered from time to time, put tOgethCT without chronological or logical
relationship, -a group of thirteen, presenting, under varying circumstances, the double
thought ofguilt and inevitable pu"tshmenJ (4'-4").'
Harper's division ofHosca's "family experiences" from the rest ofthe book has continued
to enjoy the support ofmost commentators. Although his view on the lack of logic present
in the book's structure in chapters 4-14 has met with some contrasting views in more =ent
commentaries, his statement that this portion ofthe book seems to be assembled without a
discernible order or pattern represents the opinionofa large percentage ofthe book's readers
throughout the years.6 Most nolably, Hazper's commentary breaks up the order of the MT
to set the first three chapters in an order which makes the most sense in terms ofhis analysis,
a practice which later commentalors shy away from doing in such an open manner. 7
Hans W. Wolffdistinguished three "transmission" units within the book; 1-3,4-11,
and 12-14 respectively.' Once again chapters 1-3 are set apart from the rest of the book:,
although Wolff's commentary attempts to find thematic and structural connections, both
between the larger sections (i.e., 1-3; 4-11; 12-14) and within each smaller transmission unit.
'ibid.,Clxiii.
• This division between chapters 1-3 and 4-14 did not originate with Harper. For an overview see Yee.
Com/XMition and Tradition, 1-25.
1 Thai is 10 say that the same processes are still at work in the commentary, merely that the canonical chapter
and verse divisions are not re-onlered to visually aid the exegete's argument.
I Wolff, Dodekapropheten J [BKAT 1411], xxiii-xxvii; ET: (Herml,lOcix.-xxxii.
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This effort is often difficult,. according to Wolff, because ofthe manner in which the book
bas been redacted and transmitted. Chapters 4-11, forc:xample. and the "peculiar way the
sayings have been strung together" are "explicable: only if these kerygmatic units present
sketches of scenes which were written down soon after the prophct had delivered his
message.·>9 Wolff, unlike Harper, perceives acertain thematic structureand unity to the book
as a whole., howc:verconfusing the organising principle might be in the case ofsmaller units
within each aCthe three transmission units. He concludes that the "three large complc:xes of
transmission are parallel to each other in that they each move from accusation to threat,. and
then to the proclamation ofsalvation:"~This observationofWol£f's is, as will be discussed
below, on the right track in terms of demonstrating one ofthe key elements to the structure
ofHosea though, as discussed in the first cbapter, his designation ofthe genre ofchapters 1-3
as memorabile is rooted in an assumption about these chapters containing more elements of
biography than this present srudy accepts as probable or necessary for the interpretation of
the book of Hosea.
More recent commentaries have maintained this basic division and understanding of
chapters 1-3 and 4-14. Andersen and Freedman. in the Anchor Bible volume on Hosea,
describe these ''unequal parts" as "quite distinct, though not so different as to constitute
separate works of two prophets living decades or even a century apart.,,11 Chapters 4-14
"show little superficial evidence ofcareful composition or organization" although there "are
'ibid., lOtV; ET: xxx.
10 ibid.• xxvi; ET: lOOI:i.
II Andersen and Freedman. Hasea[AB24,]S7.
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many thematic links between the parts, and some editorial supervision aCme whole can be
postulated!'l2 The Anchor Bible commentary, despite its claim to be a 'conservative' I)
analysis of the book of Hosea, makes the same divisions within the text as previous
commentaries. The emphasis on rhetorical criticism and lhe final fonn of the text is
undermined bytbe authors' acknowledgement that much ofthetcxt is unintelligible. In fact,
they urge caution in the analysis of passages which seem not to contain the structural and
organisational unity which the presuppositions of a basically sound text and single person
authorship would lead one to expect:
Becauscofthe many subtleties and inlricacies in the text wbichare llOted below, and which
make it clear that the Book ofHosea. is nor a mere hodgepodge, extreme caution is advisable
in dealing with materials wheTe patterns are llOl discernible."
Thus on the one band,. Andersen and Freedman attribute a unity to the book while fully
acknowledging that the book can at times appear as nothing more than a "hodgepodge" of
seemingly unrelated statements. This admission makes the emphasis on unity seem forced,
despite the "many subtleties and intricacies" that they find in the text. Viewed against the
background ofthe previous commentaries this claim is an important one, yet Andersen and
Freedman are still wedded 10 many of the same presuppositions (such as the biographical
origins of chapters 1-3) and to the perspective that the book is best viewed as two very
different, uneven sections.
"ibid.,58_9.
I) ibid., 59: "As we tum 10 the question ofthe lilemy chal'acterofthe work, we must eonsidu rwo anlerior
i~: the unity ofthe work, and the integrity oftbe text. In both cases. our premise and poinl ofdeparture
are conservalive, that the bool:; is essentiaUy the worle: ofa single person, and that the lext is basically sound."
" ibid., 66.
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The most recent ICC commentary on the book of Hosea, by A. A. Macintosh.
contains some minor differences from previous efforts. Whereas Wolff's method was form-
critical and Andersen and Freedman made use ofrhetorical analysis inconscious distinction
from form-critical methods,I' Macintosh bas been influenced by recent interest in rabbinic
exegesis. which he sees as a means ofavoiding excessive use of comparative philology.'6
lfheavy reliance upon the worK afthe medieval rabbinic commentiltOf'S serves as a proper
defence against arbitrary or subjective use of tile methods ofcomparative philology, it has
the added advantage that it often iIIwninates the traditions ofinterpretation upon which the
renderings of the ancient ver.;ions arebascd."
Despite this change, Macintosh makes much the same division in the book as the
commentators cited above. He entitles chapters 1·3 'Hosea's Marriage'. and treats 4-14 as
a fragmentary coUecrion of oracles from various times addressing a wide variety of
circwnstances.ll
The commenwies discussed above all share the same basic view that Hosea 1·3
fonns its own distinct literary unit. somewhat haphazardly placed in front of the rest of the
book:. Regardless ofany differences regarding sub-divisions within either chapters 4-14 or
1-3 or variations in theories ofredaction, the book's basic shape is seemingly unanimously
confirmed by the manner in which commentators study it. One should not expect a
IS ibid., 71-3, "[nhe major thrust of critical investigation of Hosea during !his century_form criticism-has
proved disappointing. oratleast has llOIyetyielded agreed results, as a comparison ofcwnmt proposals soon
shows" (71). Whetheror not rhetorical critieism has succeeded where form criticism has failed is perhaps open
to debate, at least if"agreed results" is the measure orsuecess..
" Macintosh, Hosea [ICC}, lvii-lviii.
"ibid.,lix-Ix.
....Hosea's Marriage" ibid., [113-26}. Mays (Hosea {OTI..» has not been discusscd, although he shan::s the
common viewthat the book "falls into two easily recognized sections" and also sees disunity in chapters 4-14,
as the section "lacks the clear plan ofthe fim"(IS).
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commentary whose fonnat and emphasis is on the book's historical setting to attempt an
analysis with an eye to the book's literary unity, but it is a curiosity that some of the
commentaries, most notably Andersen and Freedman's, make a concerted effort to analyse
the text in its final state and yet nonetheless still continue to view it as comprised of two
uneven sections between which connections are bard to find.
The recent movement in biblical studies, under the influence of literary criticism,
towards approaching the tcxt with less interest in the various hypothetical stages ofredaction
has also made its presence felt in Hosean studies. This approach has become fairly weU
established in dealing with biblical narrative, but it is fair to say that no area of biblical
studies has been unaffected. Much oCthe recent workoD Hosea can be classified with this
approach to the biblical text, although Macintosh's commentary signifies that the traditional
model ofstudy is far from being abandoned. 19 Gerald Morris bas recently published a study
of Hosea as a poetic text in which he attempts to analyse the book in its entirety as a unified
work. 20 In his book, Monis primarily analyses poetic devices, chiefly Hosea's uses of
wordplay and repetition, as a means of setting forth the book as a poetic whole. From a
poetical perspective, according to Monis, there is a marked unity to the book. Not a single
19 Obviously there are various types ofliteraryanalysis which make use ofvaryillg methods and approaches.
Francis Landy's relatively =1 work(Hoseu [Readings» contains insights on individual passages, but has
vcrylittlelosayaboutllll'gel"issuesofstrueture. Macintosh, despite bcingawareofthesOl'tS ofobjeaions that
feminist readeTs have towards SWldard intetpretatioltS of Hosea, chooses not to include them in his
commentary. See Sherwood's discussion of Macintosh's response, in the November 16th issue of 7he
IndependeN, to a previcusarticle published on Hoseawhich Macinloshcriricised foroverJooIdng Hosea's love
for''his fickle wife" ('l"M Prostitute andthe Prophet, 256).
20 Morris, Prophecy. Poelry and Hosea.
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chapter is void of the poetic devices of varying types of wordplay, in particular puns and
'root-play,' and repetition.. Morris states that "it is bard to imagine another book in which
wordplay is such a pivotal device,..!l The prevalence of similar fOrnlS of wordplay and
repetitions which run throughout the entire book (e.g.• ilie use of the root ~'iD being
juxtaposed with the foot ~lU'22) leads Morris to criticise previous commentators for not
perceiving the stylistic unity that is present in the book in its current form. He places the
blame squarely on the shoulders of commentators' inability to correctly identifY the genre
of the book of Hosea, an inability which causes them to misread what is in front of them.
Those critics who have found Hosea to be stnletuJ1tlly incoherent are invariably applying to
this poctic text the struet\lral standards ofrhelOric. Rhetoric, in order to persuade with
clarity, requires coherence and logical transitions, stan(lards which these same interpreters
would not dl'eam of imposing on a long lyric poem such as Whitman's 'Song ofMyselr or
the Bible's Song of Songs.'"
For Morris the unity of Hosea is to be found in "other features, previously ignored as
rhetorically irrelevant."24 Chapters 143 are an integral part of the book as they serve to
introduce many of the words and catch-phrases which will come to characterise later
chapters, often by means of providing a lengthy list oftbe key words.
These early c:haprers aboW'ld in lists. for instanc:e,as de$Cllbc:d in some detail earlier, 1.7
includes a list ofhuman means ofsalvation [root V&, used twice in this vene): bow, sword,
war, horses andriders. The first three items on this list reappear in 2.20 and then separal:ely
"ibid.,78.
'"'ibid., 120. Morrislistsotherroot-playssuehas"'1O"/'"10/'1Candtbeirconnec:tionwith ~'U,moSl:
nOUlbly in 4:16's ?t.,!U' '""'0 n';o n,!):;) ":;) wim repeared sibilants and the S!rong rhh sounds pre-
dominating. Morris adds 4:19's ,,:It (122, n. 63) and one could also mention i'n!)'s strong connection with
the various wordplay! connec!ed with the name C"'!l" (125).
" ibid., 108-9.
""ibid., 109.
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SCVCl<l1 times in the main body of the book. The last two items. a formulaic word pair,
disappearuntiI14.4.where'horse'reappears.againinconjunetionwiththevabrootW.1S
The links which Morris fInds arc only visible. he says, ifone accepts the premise that Hosea
is first and foremost a poetic text. This classification of a prophetic book as poetic is nOI a
new suggestion. but Morris claims thatbiblica1 scholars have misunderstood the impLication.s
ofdesignating Hosea as a book of poetry by continuing to view it as rhetoric at the same
time, a genre designation which he finds unlikely. He writes:
Those who identifybiblica1prophccyasrhctoricandtllenaddblithelythac ic is poetry, have
no! perhaps considered how Vet)' odd such a connection really is. In ternIS of purpose
especially, the two types of communication stand utterly opposed to each other. Rhetoric
iscquipmental language: itexisu foranextemal purpose. R.hetoricseekstopeT5uadean
audienceofa proposition or a oourseofaction.'"
The question of the genre of prophetic literature and its relationship to poetIy is difficult to
solve because of the many problems associated with applying terms tike poetry or prose to
the BibleP That there bas traditionally been an association between the concepts of poetic
and prophetic inspiration is certain.21 yet there is an equally strong tradition that attempts 10
dissociate prophetic writing from 100 easy an association with poetry.~
ThaI being the case. there is much to speak against the rather sharp and absolute
separation which Morris makes between poetry and rhetoric. not least of all the confusion
Uibid., Ill.
""ibid.,42.
:7 James L. Kugel, The fdeaajBib!icaf Poetry. 59-95. Also on 'genre' of prophecy cf. House, The Unity~j
the Twelve,37-62.
:II RobertCatroIl, "Poets Not Prophets: A Response to 'Prophets chrough t.lte Loolcing Glass'" JSOT27/1913
(25-31} 25: "They were ~nainlypoets, probably intellectuals, and possibly ideologues."
ZlI Kugel. "Poets and Prophets" in Poerryand Prophecy (James L. Kugel (cd.); [thaca and London: Comdl
UniversilyPress,I990)[1-25].6-11.
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over terminology in biblical and non-biblical literary tbeory.JO There is also little need to
repeat once more the now standard criticisms most literary analyses of the Bible make
against previous scholarship, such as its obsession with hypothetical redactors and the
exaggerated value it placed on the search for the Urtexlor its oral forebears. Yet it is most
notably the issue ofunity which separates Hosea's readers from one another, including critics
who are attempting a 'poetic' reading such as Morris and are not concerned with competing
ilieories concerning various layers of redaction within the book.
Morris claims that the disunity most scholars find in the book is a result of
misreading the book as rhetoric, citing many examples of nmn.ing puns and Leitworte to
support his designation ofthe book as poetry. While his examination ofstylistic devices can
only benefit readers, his definitions ofbotb poetry and rhetoric are rather narrowly confined
by his understanding ofAristotle's categoriesl l and he appears not at all in tune with or even
aware of what is normally the broader use of the term 'rhetorical' in biblical studies or in
wider literary theory.J2
10 Aichele, Burnett, et. aI., The Posrmodern Bible (New Haven and Lclndon: Yale University PTess. (995),
especially concerning the chapters on "Structuralist and Narratological Crilicism~ (7().1 t8) and "Rhetorical
Criticism" (149·86). They write, "poetiC$•.•mostoftenap~as the prefened Ieml in Hebrew Bible studies
for what New Testament critics call narmtology'" (70).
"Even Aristotle wriles oflbe commonality shared by poettyand rhetoric in maners such as concern for style
(RA,1l1. l. 3-4): "It is clear, therefore, thal there is something of the sort in rhetoric as well as in poetry"
[OI}AoV oWc.rn ~ai mpl -rhv PllTOPlri)V ion TO TOl00TOV Wom:p kol mpl Tl1VltOl11Tlri)V] (John Henry
Freese{ed., trans.), The "Art" ofRhetOl"Ic[LCL;Cambridge,Massachuscns: HarvardUniversityPress, 1947},
346-347).
"JJ. GlOck, "Paronomasia in Biblical Literature" Semltics 111970 [50-78], commenlS "we shall usetheword
"rt1etoric"todcnotelitcrnture intended mainly fororaldclivcry"{SO, n.2). Thisdcfinitionshouldscrveasan
indicator ofthe breadth of the lerm's usc in biblical studies, although it should be mentioned (contra Moms)
that the distinction of rhetoric from poetry is not absolute now, nor was it so in ancient times. Sec Brian
Vickers (In Defence of Rhetoric [Oxford: Clarendon Press, 19881,59-62); Donald C. Bryant ("Uses of
Rhetoric inCriticism" [1-14J) and O. G. Brockett ("Poetry as Instturnent" (IS-25]) in Popers in Rhelorlc and
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Despite all the confusion and debate cited above, one can still approach the book of
Hosea in its entirety and find patterns in its structure and use of language. There is no
denying the special status and unique character of chapters 1-3, but the nature and role of
these chapters is best understood when viewed against the backdrop aCthe book as a whole.
This is not to say that 'unity' oftheme, message, or language is always a pre-requisite for a
literary text, nor for literary analysis, and this is certainly Dot the case with the book of
Hosea. To a certain extent the chieferror which bas been committed in the study ofHosca
is not the interpretation oCthe text as fractured (Harper) Dor as a unity (Morris), but mther
mistakenly viewing these two options as unable to exist simultaneously within the text.)] If
Hosea has a unifying feature amongst all fourteen chapters. it is to be found in preciseLysuch
features as the book's continual thematic vacillation and the fluctuation between its promises
of destruction and forgiveness as well as the accompanying positive or negative imagery.
Among modem commentators it was Wolff who first observed the alternation of
divine punishment and divine forgiveness in Hosea and understood it to be an important
component of the book's present stnlClUl'e. Wolff's panern was slightly more uniform and
progressive than the one this thesis will outline, yet his observation on the regularity orthe
Poetic (Donald C. Bryant (cd..); Iowa City; Ulliv~rsityorrowaPress,Nov. 12 and 13, 1964)10 see the depth
ofthedebalewruch MorrischOOliCS nOlloacknowledgewith his''utterlyopposcd.''(abovenote21)defmitiOIlS.
For the most extensive discussion of the rise ofmetorical criticism in biblical studies see Roland Meynet,
RhetoricalAnalysis: An IntrQrJur::tion ro Bfb!iaJlRhetQriC(JSQTSLIp 256; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press,
1998),9-42.
" This point has been taken lip by analyses with a d«onstructionist slanl such as Sherwood's, who places
much emphasis on the lext's lack ofunity. This thesis does n01 address all the same concerns (ShCfWood's
focus was almost solely on Hosea's marriage), but is rather i.nt~cd. in the C11liretyofHoseaand thedevices
which make the lex! a whole-among them being the lack ofcoherence and unity on which Sherwood focuses.
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alternation between two extremes ofpositivc: and negative opens up a means ofapproach.ing
this very basic dynam.ic within the text. On the surface, the book of Hosea begins with
condemnation and ends with blessing. Inmuch the same way. the naming afthe children and
lheir re-naming in 2:25 follows a similar line of progression from negative to positive,
although it is a peculiar characteristic to have the 'positive' form be the result ofthe removal
of a negation, previously added to a positive term, since this construction of positive and
negative terminology does not allow either messages of doom or forgiveness to stand in
isolation from each other.
This pattern ofalternation, which is onc nfthe keys to grasping the book as a wbole,
is established in part by the use ofa very common key word, ~" in the first two chapters of
the book. The pattern established in chapters 1-2 can be observed at work throughout the
entire book and represents the application of a literary device which for lack of better
terminology can be classified with what Luis Alonso SchOkel terms antithesis and
polarisation.:l< The stylistic use ofM' is a result ofits being intertwined with the naming of
the children in chapter I, while the very explicit removal ofM' from the children's names
in 2:25 also directs attention towards the negative adverb's role as both a descriptive
compound element and as a common pan of speech.
.. Luis Alonso ScllOkcl, A Manuol ()fHeb~Poerics(subsidia bibliea II; Rome: Pontifieal tn$titute, 1988),
85-94. Alonso Schokel notes there is aconrinuwn along which thcdivision ofcertain~ inlO examples
of'merismus','polarisation' and'antilbcsis' is not entiTely acx:unte.
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The names given to Hosea's children in the first chapter have literal as weU as
symbolic meanings, and by extending the varying uses and functions oftheir names onc can
see a pattern of condemnation followed by reversal of the judgement into its positive
opposite. This pattern is in addition to the names' function as embodying a certain aspect
ofa larger metaphor concerning Yhwh and Israel. "Jezree'" for example, brings to mind the
place-name 'the Valley of Jezreel'. and as well as playing off of the name's literal
significance C"God SOWS"l') it also forms a pun with "Israel" (~i.'iT~ I ~itQji·). ~.,
iT~ry"1 and ·C.Q t\, ("Not pitied" and "Not my peoplc')arc further examples ofasimilar
type of wordplay based upon proper names that is a key stylistic device in these early
chapters ofHosea. Yet at the same time that the use ofnames is introduced as a device. the
names themselves draw attention to certain characteristics theybavc incommon. Two afthe
children's namesare fonned with a prefixed negative, drawing attention to both the negative
adverb itself and the positive element with which it is combined.
The first two appearances oftbe negative 1" in the entire book are in the name Lo·
Ruhamah and in the explication ofthe name's significance. "Call ber name Not Pitied, for
Not again ~lU ~~O'M 1" ':I i10M.., M'] shall I pity [CMiMJ the house ofIsrael" (Hos
1:6). The naming of~O:UM' (Hos I :8) continues the pattern established with Lo·Ruhamah:
,. ~V'T' POD~ ~'i(!1' rn;v-~ 'n'~lZil (Hos I:5). The personal and place names are both re-defIned
in 2:25 when the name is "used. with its literal meaning: 'God sows'. indicating that God would henceforth
bless (sracl" I. H. Eybers "The Use of Proper Narnes as A Stylistic Device" Se",itics 211971·2 (82-92]83.
In much the same way the "Valley ofTrouble" (i't~V poD) in 2:17 wiU berome an cnlrance of hope (ii1prl
nn!D').
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"Call his name Not My People rOl' ~")foryou are DOt my people COD tit' en" ":'I),"
Verse 1:9 makes use of two oegatcd names,. one ofwhicb is intended fortbe son loAnuni
while the other is a play upon the divine name:
'O~~' Dnttt":'I '01' tit' 10lD~'" "10""'
:O:l'ii"i1tlt"""l':,":m"
(Hos 1:9)
The phrase "lo-Ehyeh" (i1'i1tlt~")is widely understood, because ofits position in the text.
as building upon the use of names previously encountucd with the naming of Hosea's
children. The literal meaning is "I shall not be," and most commentators have understood
this use ofil"i1tlt as a divine name, with allusions to the story ofthe revelation ofthe divine
namei"i'1" and its meaning to Moses, in particular its use in Exodus 3:14.36 TheMaqqeph
in the MT ofHosea (indicating that the negationaod the verb are 10 be read with one stressed
syUable) taken with the preoeding examples of Hosea's children strengthens the
interpretation of Hosea 1:9 as a new, negated divine name: Lo-Ehyeh.3' Of the six
appearances of the negative tit, in the first chapter of Hosea, three appear as portions of
""Thusyoushallsaytothel.$nelile$:"'Ehydl'hassentmelOyou-(ExodJ:14). Wolff,~tOll
I (8KAT 14111. 23--4; ET: (Hen'llJ. 21·2; Mays. H()S~ [on}. 29-30; Andenc:nand Freedman, Houa (AB
241. 197-9; Davies, Hosm£NCBj. 59-60; Macintosh, Has_[Iee], 26-9; Harold Fisc'" "Hosea: A Poeticsor
Violence" 144-6; Sherwood, 17M Prost/Me ond the Prophet. 24&-51. ThU!l Kuhnigk (Nordwe$l$tlllltische
Shldien zum Hoseubuch (Biblica et:Orientalia 27; Rome: BiblieallnstifUte Press. 1974J) argues ()fl this basis
against the critical appanNS or the BHS, writing "Die Annahmc dines Wortspiels ist auch ein Atl:umcnl
iegcn die BHS (u.a.). die ftlr 't1ryeh lokem aIs probabililer legendwn 'efohlkem lIoticrt" (5).
"Wolffobserves:"ThelaslrourwordsarecomprehensibleoolywhenmU$iotetpretcd:"lamnot"G'!'iltll"l'?;
DOle die maqqeph) functions u. predicate noun" (24; ET: 21).
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names while two of the remaining occurrences appear- in the explanations of the names'
significance and meaning.
As the reader who is familiar with the naming of Hosea's children well knows, the
anticipated positive forms of the children's names do eventually appear in 2:25,
foreshadowed by a preliminary re-naming in 2:3.11 Thisstructure establishes a pattern which
is invoked in virtually every occurrence ofthe negative adverb t4l, in the first two chapters.
For example. in Hosea 2:6 the phrase Onitlt til' is exactly the phrase used to explain Lo
Ruhamah's name in 1:6. "'Name her L6 Ruchamah, for I will 00 longer pity them
(arechem)." Yet in 2:6 the verse intertWines the explanation o£Lo Ruhamah's name with
olhersymbolic 'names' forthe Israelites. The Israelites, representedsymbolicaJJy by Hosea's
children, Lo Ammi and La Rubamah, alternate between being C')1rr .". (I :2), 'j~
'MitZ1' (fustappears in 2:1). "n-'tll '):1 (2:1) and c':nn '):1 (2:6) within a short amount
of space. lhis pattern creates the perception of a continual shifting between positive and
negative, with one anticipating the other since it is impossible [0 invoke a negated term
without mentioning the positive term at one and the same time.
Chapter 2 adds to this pattern by removal of the negation from the names of the
children (Hos 2:3), immediately foUowed by two more uses oflhe negative: "Contend with
.. Fisch. "Hosea; A Poetics of Violence" also observes that names conraining a negated term conrain and
thereby anticipate that tenn in its positive fonn, although he views the situation strictly dialectically; "But all
these nunes contain theirown anlithe:ses. In faclthey arethentselves antitheses, names that existonly by virtue
of that which is denied. WearehaunledbytheirCOlltraries"(14S).
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your mother, contend: for she Not my wife (Lo-inti I'niDt4l M'), and [Not herman (lo-i~
I i'TlO"M ",)" (Hos 2:4). The wording is similar to that found in the first chapter with Lo
Ammi's name being formed in thesame manner, with a negative attached to a suffixed noun:
!I<l>.ti
~C.D"' en"'::::l
c~., "'"~-~., '~l~'
~
'niDt4l"' ttl'" '::I
i'iiU'M 141' "::I,"'
The similarities between these two verses in terms ofboth content and syntax supports the
senseofastylistic ratherthanaccidental connection between the two. In 2: 10another similar
sounding phrase occurs: ii' 'nm ':molt '::::l iU,l1' ttl, M'm. All the same elements,
including the same parts of speech that occurred in the phrases in 1:9 and 2:4 are present,
with merely the positions ofthe waw and lei being reversed in 2: to. Once again the phrases
are alluded to later in the chapter in their positive forms (2: 18, 22), although in a less direct
manner this time. 2:25 also contains a direct play upon the names of the children, with
removal of the negation, in a manner similar to that of2:) and foreshadowed by its phrase
en" 'o.tnfl'. The difference is that in 2:3 it is not Yhwh who is saying 'my people', but
merely commanding it to the siblings (plural suffixed form Cl::H.
The appearance: of the positive forms ofLo AmIni and Lo Ruhamah in 2:25 is, even
forthe inexperienced reader, not an unanticipated occurrence. The reason for that is not only
2:3 but the very similar pattern of phrases like 2;4'5 iTlZi"M M' ~:I)M' (a phrase wlUch
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receives its 'un-negation' in 2:18) and 2:IO's iU"~ t', t'~i11 (turned into a positive in
2:22), both ofwhich undergo reversals into their positive opposites through removal aCthe
negation in an interwoven pattern. The pattern is, at this point in the book, well established.
The negated name or descriptor is followed in each case by its positive counterpart at a later
point. In the case ofthe alternation between nrzt~ ~, I~t:l~ ~, (2:4) and .~~ '~""'!i?~
(2:18) this pattern occurs within the series of negative I removal of negative initialed with
the children's names in chapter I but oot completed until the cnd of chapter 2. These
patterns occur within the initial naming and re-naming ofthe children and, by following the
same pattern, foreshadow it. The final re·naming afthe children in 2:25 should occasion
little surprise for the reader after seeing similar patterns at work with terms like 'my
husband' and 'she is not my wife',
Ifone lists the occurrencesof~ ., in the first two chapters alone one fmds that the use
ofaegaled names is closely followed bywnat appears to be the 'nonnal' use ofthe negative:
i10n.,", (1:6), ~Ci' ""iT·iT"-"'(I:S). "!lO' "" 10'''' (2:l.inadescriptionofthe
iHZ7'""' ·::J)"'(2:4),On.,t';~' i1'J~-nt';, (2:6),~~On llt'(2:S,ofthewomansearching
for her way/paths), cn~ .rtVrn~" and t4l~on t4l71 (2:9, of the woman and her lovers),
.. This phrase is especially imponanl as it illustrales the use of polarisation and antithetical phnsing. II
conlains a negated temI.("no snateher from my band"). NOIethe use ofthe root ~J (BOB 664b[....~J]),
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CO!D:l "1' ''''::lP~''' (2:18, 19-both in reference to the puttiDg away of the names of
the Baalim and replacing them with "ish"), and lastly, rhe names of the children: ~non"
The line between the use ofnames and themore usual and expected sequence ofthe negative
followed by a verb is a very thin onc. In the case ofthe Dames encountered inchapter 1 both
Lo Ruhamah and Lo-Ehyeh are, at the same rimeas being names, also examples ofthe rather
ordinary syntactical sequence of~" followed by a verb.-40 Thus, it is not an exaggeration to
read the occurrences oUt" which foUow inunediate(y upon and during irs use in the naming
and re-naming in chapter 2 with a particular force and emphasis which would not be present
in these phrases in a different context.
This pattemdoes not yet challenge the division ofl~3 from the rest afthe book at this
point, since the above examples are all derived from within chapters 1 and 2. The pattern
wh.ich ill the Hiphil often bears a positive meaning but also carries negative nuances. In 2: t 1 it is used to signal
the stripping away of goods and produce from the wife in a threatening manntt but in 2:12 the same root is
used in reference to someone rescuing the woman. The Qal and Piel conjugations of the root bear ItlOf"C
consislentlynegarive meanings with anedgeofviolence, namely 'stripoff',veryappropriateas a sub-texl:to
these IWO verses wb.ere the stripping offofthe woman's goods precedes the uncovering ofb.ernakedness. an
action that was threatened back in 2;5. 2;S's useoc;,C"P mO'~~l£l(BOB 8320-3a[~j Hiphil I)
is farmore violent lban2:12's useofi1n'::l)II~;T'J~ (used in tb.e Pielofnonnal sexual relations. see BOB
162b-3a{..Jil'Jj Piella),a1thoughthe word 'QnlmDh('nakedncss') in2:S is withoutthenegativeconnoutions
of2: 12', n(lbfut C'lmmode$ty, ,1Ia..~Iess.ess,fewd1ress oflsr, under fig, ofadulteress Ho 2'~," [BOB 61 Sal).
The use ofa violent verb with a relatively modest noun, and ofthe normal verb for selWa1 relations with a noun
ofnegative connOtations, is a striking and colourful means ofassoeiating a positive element with a negative
verb and viee versa. Also, the use ofll:i'~ in this verse (meaning "no one, not a single person") is intriguing
since the woman's referring to her husbandfYhwh as Kishr has not yet occurred. (she has merely referred 10
!he husbandlYhwhas "La ishI.); thus, she is., at this point, literally without an ish 10 save her in wbaI can only
be a play upon fhese different meanings of the word iD'~,
"GKC§I52e(479).
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does, however. challenge the attempts to read chapters 1-2 in anarder other than the present
one on the assumption that the prescnt order is merely the result aCthe book's redactional
history. Yet to furtherconfum the importance ofthis pattemofaltemation between positive
and negative and the importance ofgiving special attention to the use oftbe negative adverb,
examples can easily be drawn from elsewhere in the book. Hosea 11:9 contains four
occurrences aCtbe negative ~,. In this verse it is difficult not to see the negative as
providing a link between the various eLements ofthe verse, as well as with certain elements
found elsewhere in earlier portions of the book.. Below is 11:9 according to the verse
divisions aCthe BHS:
O~i!ltll nnlD' :l.1iZiM toll' "!ltlt pin i'1!Dlitll til,
iU'~ 1":" ":m41,1\ ":l
: j'l1:l, t4t1:l." "" tulip -pip:!.
One can see from this layout that the negation forms an integral part aCthe verse." In each
bicolon the first word in the second stich is the negative adverb (with or without the prefixed-
waw), and the word beginning the first stich of the first bicolon is also ~,. The middle
bicolon in particular brings to mind cbaptertwo, although in this bicolon and throughout the
entire verse the negative signifies something positive: "For 'EI' am I, and 'La_B,.n The
name ofYbwh is notjustiT'iT~-~' (Has 1:9) butaisolZl'~ ~, (Has 2:4; 11:9). The fact
that the consonants of~' and ~ are the same adds to this fluctuation of positive and
"Andersen and Frccdman(Hosea AB 24) feel that this vCl'$C provides ao inslance ofthe as.severative use of11;' (OKe §149 [471-3]), thus meaning'" will surely destroy" (589).
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negative phrasing, particularly in this stanza in which 13 of the 18 words contain either an
aleph or a /amedh, the two consonants which make up the respective words, and in which
the second word in five ofthe six cola contains an initial aleph. The verse is more effective
for these reasons, but its success is far more heavily dependent upon the reader's being
attuned at this point in the book to this use of the negative, prepared by the use of the
negative in the symbolic names and descriptions afthe children and the wife (I:J'j"l nlZitll,
1:2; "nlDt' ttl" 2:4) in the early chapters of the book. The use of t", in a positive
description first appears in 2: 1 (in reference to the number of Israelites exceeding any
possibility of being counted) and 2:18-19. In the latter verses it bears a positive sense
because it is an exclusion of the word/name '?V::J from both the woman's mouth and
memory.
The logical contradiction of Yhwh's referring to himself as being both an 1Zr~ to
Israel (2: 18) and adamantly claiming to be 1Zrt4t tt, (II :9) does not speak against the large-
scale structure afthe book being examined here. The alternation between positive and
negative is an integral part of the book's structure, evidenced by the naming and re9 nauUng
ofthe children and the wife. The key is to be found in the numerous reversals ofphrases, not
in the consistency of their descriptions.~z The naming and re-naming of Lo Ammi, for
<:I As the fustchaptermade clear, the figure ofthe woman is notde$Cribed in consistent descriptive language,
a fact which makes the intapn:tation ofheras anything more than a symbol extremely diffICUlt This is no less
the case with the children, and it is worth noting that very few commentators have fell the need to attempt the
same son ofbiographical efforts with the children which they have expended on Gomer.
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clGlIIlple, fluctuates back and forth between the negative name and its positive counterpart.
In 1:8 La Ammi is named, whereas in 2:1·3 there is alteady a hint afthe removal afthe
negation iliat fully comes about in 2:25: "and in the place where it was said to them, 'You
are La Ammi' it shall be said to them, 'Sons of living El'" (2: I). In 2:6 the text joins
together the explanation ofthe name La Ruhamah ccnil4l ~') with the phrase C')1)T '):1
and, despite La Ruhamah's absence from this verse, the name is brought to mind in a
relatively direct manner by the use ofthe exact wording of its explanatory phrase.
In 2:25 the final removal of negation from Lo Ammi's name occurs: "r shall say to
'Lo Ammi'. you are'Ammi'." Many commentators have noticed a sUnilac process at work
with i1"i1141-I4I', claiming the later appearances of,Pi1141 allude to the useofEhyeh in 1:9.43
Ahinlofpositiveresolutioncomesin[chapterll]v.4,whereGodsays,'lwiIlbe(il·;;I')
to Isn.ellike one who lifts a yoke' ... ln ell. 13, 'i"J~. a shon form orj\'i'll', appear.! four
times: 'lwilfbetikea lion tothcm(13.7), '{will beyour king' (13.7), 'Death, {will be your
pestilence' and 'Sbeol, {wif/ be your sting' (both 13.14)...Thedivine name '( will be who
I will be' has beenrestored, butexaetlywhal 'I will be' is still in doubl. Here, God promises
thalhewillbepunishmenl. Inch. 14,however,Godpromises 'I will beG1'i'iM)Jikethe::lew
10 (srael'. The troe divine name, taken away in 1.9, hasbc:en restoced,and il ison<:e again
a name of blessing."
This sort ofconnection between the early portions of the book and its later chapters. along
with the recurring use ofthe negative as a stylistic device, should be taken as an indicatorof
greater unity in the book than bas uaditionallybeen found there by irs commentators, at least
in terms of devices employed.
.., Andersen and Freedman (Hosea [AB 24J635) also nolea possible pun on the inlerTOgativeii't\; Macintosh,
Hos~ [tCC], 571; Fisch, "Hosea: A Poetics ofYiolence" 145; Buss, The PropM/ic Word ofHosea, 26.
.. Morris, Prophecy. Poetry and Hosea, 128-9. BDS (13b) and GKe l§150 I (475-6» do not a<:<;ept this
inlerpretation of the form.
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One afthe reasons that interpreters have found it difficult to understand Hosea asa
unified work is the regularity ofthis alternation. Difficulties arise when one reads with an
eye towards unity oftheme, message, or even thought as the features wh.ich bold a book like
Hosea together. For this reason earlier interpreters have not hesitated to designate as
secondary verses deemed to be too positive in their message to have originated with Hosea
ttimself:S yet one must be more cautious when one takes note of the numerous alternations
between positive and negative nOled above.
[A] passage which providcs evidcn<:e that Hosea'sjudgmental sayings, radical though they
are,donotexcludethepossibilityofYahwch'sintervcnrion in salvarionis ch.1 with its
symbolic names by which judgement is proclaimed against the nation. Once again hope is
latent in the word ofjudgcmcnt... ilCO" It' and ·C.u III' are constant Tl:IlIinders ora
relationshipnowbroken.*
The device of alternation between two opposites or extremes is not found solely in
Hosea's application and removal nfthe negative adverb, although this use can serve to alert
the reader to the device and is certai.nJ.y a striking illustration ofit. The alternation between
positive and negative invocations ofthe same imagery could also be attributed to this device,
ratherthan to a varietyofeditorial handsat work.4? The large variety ofimagery in prophetic
literature in general, and in Hosea in particular, makes analysis difficult. Yet at the same
time there are certain unique charncteristics present in the use of certain images in Hosea.
Chiefamongthem isobviouslytheO'nJT n~ of1:2, wb.o stands asarepresentationofthe
.. e.g., on chapter 2 see Harper, Hosea [lCC], 226-48; e[ Yee, Compo$ition and Tradition, 115.
... Grace I. Emmerson, Hosea: An Israelite Prophet in Judean Perspective (JSQTSup 28; Sheffield: lSOT
Press, 1984), IS.
" Alonso SchOlcel (A Manuol afHebrew Poetics, 95-141) wams ofthe difficulty ofdealing with the subject
of images in poetry, although they may be said to be ''the essence ofpoetry' (95).
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land and its people. Yct other symbots in Hosea such as the wilderness, dew, and gropes arc
used in ambiguous and inconsistent manners.
For example, James L. Mays remarks that the destruction to cultivated vegetation and
the hostility nfllie natural world in 2:14 experiences a reversal in 2:20: 4'he covenant [of
2:20] reverses the role of the beasts as the instrument of judgement.. .''''. This change,
according to Mays, demonstrates Yhwh's ability to control threats from the natura.l world,
yet surely much more is going on thana display ofYhwh's ability to control the iiim n~n.
For example, in 2:5 the wilderness (i:liO) is a place for the woman to be set as a means of
punishing and killing her, as is the forest (i.o~) in 2:14 (although for the latter it is the
i'TiiZ7i'1 n~n who will do the actual killing). Yct in2:16 the ':1'0 is a place where Yhwh
will set the woman inorder to "'speak to her heart" before 'betrothing' her for himsclf(2:21-
22) and a place to which he takes her after 'seducing' her. It is not merely an opposition
between the cultivated and Datural worlds,49 nor a demonstration of Yhwh's control over
nature, as the midbar is at almost the same time a place of betrothal and a place where the
wife may be put to death by her husband. Nothing illustrates the book of Hosea's ability to
render a symbol (and thus a passage) ambiguous better than the fact that one and the same
.. Mays, Hosea [011.], 49.
.. Shettlaryahu Talmon, "The "Desert Motif" in the Bible and in Qumran Literature" Biblical MOlift: Origins
andTransformaliom (Alexandet Altmann(ed.);Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard Univel1iityPress, 1966)
[31-63}, writes;"Midhurdescn1le$agriculturally unexploiledareas, mainly in the foothills ofPalestine, which
servc as the grazing land par exco:llencc for the flocks, and the cattle oflhc semisedentary and thescdcntary-
agriculturist population. rn this COOleX! the tenn often is paralleled by 'orahah, and like it may be ttanslated
"steppe." The majority ofOCCUITCllCC:S ofthc word midbar in the Bible will come under this heading" (40).
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place is both an image of dealh and an iimage of reconciliation within the space of a few
On one level this section ofchap~2 belongs to the theme of Ybwh's control over
oanue and its fertility, a theme which rwns throughout the entire book.~ Yet the image of
the midbar within chapter 2 is neither 3l positive nor a negative image solely, but moves
between the two extremes, first the negative then the positive.'l Subsequently, me midbar
is a place which reminds Israel of its dependence upon Yhwh (Hos 13:5) and a place of
happy meeting: "When 1 found Israel, it -was like finding grapes in the desert; when I saw
your fathers, it was like seeing the early fruit on the fig tree." (Hos 9: 1O. NIV). The phrase
"like grapes in the wilderness" (i~'O::l C'~)iJ:::]) is presumably intended in a positive
sense, yet theCr::lJV used to make cakes in Hosea):l are, unot themselves condemned as
idoiatrous, at the very least a component ofa whole spectrum of religious practices which
Hosea is condemning. Ifthe t:l":llt:' serve as a positive image in this context. it also calls to
mind mat the C~~JIl are used in a decidedly negative sense elsewhere in the book..J2 The
pairing of the raisins with the midbar is iJntriguing because ofthe midbar's own somewhat
unclear position. It is difficult to see how "them/door can be viewed as a symbol ofbctrothal
'" Hos 4:3; 6:3 (compariSO!l to thee£)) and the \!11ii'Xl, the rains which provide fertility) 8:7; 9:11·16; 14:5·9
(14:9: l'I:£Ol To!) 'lCO jlV1271"1:l::J ':JI'I).
"Fisch,"Hosea:APoe(icsofViolenoe,"writcs: "It is a place ofterror butalsoofassignarion" (143).
"Chronologicallythcmention ofthe findingofthcgntpCS CK:CUCS OlItofOftler, since it is duringthewildemcss
periodofIsracl's history. 1bc reading of it •out oEorder' is almost a formofreverse foresbaduwing. since the
readerwas inlroduced earlier on in the book to wlhat Hosea sees as the misuse oftheC·:UD.
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and seduction (Hos 2: 16) without its role as a place ofdeprivation ('an arid land') and death
('I shall kill berwith thirst'-Hos 2:5) coming to mind at one aod the same time. For Yhwll
to find C~::::lJl1. which in 3:1 were used to make cakes associated with illicit worship,') ina
place that can be a symbol of either union or execution, is surely something of a mixed
blessing. 13:5'5 i:nO::::l Tnv,' ')1\ plays 00 the use ofthe midbar as the place afunion
between Yhwh and Israel as in 2:16 (noting the use nfthe rootV'\ cf. Hos 2:10, 22) while
the latter portion afthe verse (m::::l~,n fitlt::::l) makes reference to the midbar as a place
ofdrought and deprivation. similar to its role in 2:5. Yhwh is even able to provide for Israel
in the midst of the desert, yet the desert is at one and the same time a "land ofdroughts,054
and the place ofIsrael's meeting with Yhwh. This verse unites the two ways ofviewing the
concepts the midbar represents without any attempt to provide a synthesis ofthe two.
The language ofHosea 1·3, asdiscussed in the firstchapter. is concerned with setting
up an intense image with which to compare Israel's ways and deeds. This image does not
OJ ·lIIicit' from Hosea'spointofview, ofcourse. Nothingmenrioned incllapler3 is associated with thatcatell-
all ofHosean studies: Canaanite religious practices. The ephod and teraphim. the n:n, the r;:J~C, and the
C":JjD "t!i'ltt't are all attested as luaelite elements of worship without any embamlssment. David, for
example, distributes raisin-cakes (2 Sam 6:19) as pan oflbe celebration SWTOWlding the bringing of the ark
to Jerusalem. Dwigllt R. Daniels (Hosea curdSalvotion History; The Early Traditions oflsrael in the Prophecy
of Hosea [BZAW 191; Berlin and New York: WalleT de Gruytcr. 19901) speaks thus: "The pre<:cding
investigation has clearly shown that Hoseasaw thcdc<:line ofhis people in the Canaanizatioll orIsracl in both
the religious and social splleres. with empllasis on the fonner." Daniels admits, Ilowever, thai "Ofcourse,
Hosea llim5ClfdocsllOtspeakof'Canaanizarion'" (III). This IackofacleaI"refen:nce in Hosea to "Canaanite
religion" poses adifficulty forthis intetpretarion. Niels Peter I..emclle (The. CanaQllites and 'Their Land: The
Trodition oflhe Canaanites (JSOTSup 110; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1991) 'Mites, "it is only the modem
scllolar, and not Hosea's contempol'alies, wllo knows about the idolalrous Canaanites" (136).
$. BOB 520b [-J:lM']. The won::! is a. hapax legomenon, a.lthoughthc interpretarion ofHALATis much the
same as BOB (HALAT 1599-1600. ET: 1736-n.
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fade away, however, as it continues to lurkin the background throughout the restofthe book,
needing only to be invoked from time to time. As was examined in the first chapter, the most
striking use ofmh-derived words in Hosea is in the first three chapters. particularly I :2. Yet
while most ofthe critical energies directed towards the image ofthe O~)')T nlDt4t have been
concerned with either biographical interpretations of Hosea's marriage or with newer
attempts to invert "the critical obsession with Hosea's Marriage"" there has been far less
energy expended on viewing the use ofznh tenninology as partofa wider use ofterminology
and imagery which defies expectations and creates ambiguity and contradiction.
The root ,m in 1:2 is directed towards a description of Hosea's wife, or more
precisely, to the woman whom be is commanded to many. The point whicb. bas caused so
much contention and critical elCcitement is the jarring nature ofthis union. Yhwh says, "Go
and marry a promiscuous woman" and Hosea does just that, a point which the vast majority
afetities have found difficult to accept.56 The reason for the difficulty is simply that the
verse defies the reader's expectations: the proper sequence is for him to marry a woman and
for her then to become promiscuous. Many of the commentaries are dedicated to showing
thatthis sequence is what is 'really' there in the text because the present sequence is difficult
to explain.
.. Sherwood, The Prwtitute and the Prophet. 55 .
... Stephan Bitter. Die £he des Propheten Hasea: Eine uuslegungsgeschtchtliche Untenuchung (Gouingen:
Vandenhoeck and RtIpfe<:ht, 1975), 181-2 ro.- a summlll}' ofpre-eritic:a1 (pre-nineteenth century) views.
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Yet the examination ofthe problems ofinterpreting the text in this manner leads one
to find most ofthe proposals dubious and. ifthe observations above are correct, the use of
other terms and images in Hosea are equally contrary 10 more general expectations of
consistency and logic. The special role ofznh, indeed the whole range ofwords dealing with
sex and marriage, is to aid in preparing the reader for what foUows, adding to lhe ambiguity
created through the use ofother images and the patterning oCthe children's names described
above. In Hosea 2:4 the woman who stands as a symbol for Israel is refused the tille ofwife,
although she is still called "your mother." She is stripped naked, hedged in17 and paraded
about naked. and then takenOllt to the desert to be killed.sl Instead, there she is 'allured' and
betrothed.S9
" Paul Kruger ("..I will lIedge ber way with thombushes" (Hosea 2,8): another example of literary
multiplicity?" BZJahrgang43-Heft 1/1999 [92-9)) rightly observes tnatthe language afthis section ofHosea
is "open-ended"(9J) and that "to restrict the semantic potentiality to only Ol1C possibililydoes not dojustice
to the muitivalCTlCy ofmcaning nuances ofmetaphoric language" (99). Yet Kruger docs not follow his own
adviccwhenhe wr1tesoftheactionsofa'"typic:alharl()(ft(94)andstatesthatthe"aim ofthe husband (Yahweb)
is abundantly clear" (94). Partofthis sequence seems 00( to be about restricting "the adulterous movements
ofhis wife" (94), but nuher about temporarily denying her w:ry status as wife as discussed below.
.. RenitaJ. Weems ("Gomer: Victim ofViol= moVict:imofMetaphor?" Semeia4711989 [87-I04J 97) cites
the rightto kill anadultcrous wife in Dcut22:22 in discussing this YCne. Thisobsetvarion is inlcrcstingsince
in that instance., despite the denial that "she is 00( my wife and I am not het husband" the woman is being
hillndlcd under a law which by its very invocation dedares her married. Then: is also another interesting aside
as Ibe phnsc '.P:l-n'v:l makes usc ofthe root ,p~, anothernamc which is denied to the woman in this
chapler. Obviously the readcrwho follows Weems' intetpl"Ctation never really believes or takes too seriously
thestatemcnt"she is nolmy wife." AccordinglO Buss(The Prophetic WordofHO$ea) "Hos2 4ff. isdesigncd
to elabooue Ihe opposite [ofa mlOutJCing ofa claim upon !he wifer' (87).
50 There has been much speculation concerning the possibility that Hosea preserves a view concerning the
period in the wilderness following the Exodus that was viewed as an ideal time for the relarionship between
Yhwh and Ismcl. Daniels (HO$eo andSaNarion Hislory) represents this view: "For Hosea Ibis is the period.
par eu:el/ence of Israel's history to date...nus period was one ofhamtony between Yahweh and Imld in
which Yahweh eatcd and provided for his people...The Exodus-wilderness period. is fOllowed by the period.
ofCanaanizalion ..... (117-8). Buss. generally undemanding the importance ofambiguity to Hosea., states that
il "is llQI. that lbc: nomadic life of the dcscI1 is glorified by Hosea. Tbcdcsert represents a Sheol in which the
cn::ativeactivityofYahwehsctsuptheincip1entnarion.lsl1lClistobeledagainintothcdcscrt-eilheroutside
ofPalestine ()I" wilbin it as a wasted land - in order [0 be re-crealed in rhat stOle afdisorder' (The Prophetic
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The order ofthe terms 'allure' and 'betroth' isanodd one ifone is merely to read the
ten in its present order in hopes of a logical. coherent sequence. Hosea 2:16 states;
"Therefore60 1 am 'alluring' ber, and I shall take her 10 the midbar and I shall speak to her
heart." The word 'allure' is the piel afthe verb iln!) which means 'to persuade' but also 'to
seduce'.61 The chief parallel for the meaning 'seduce' and 'cntice' is Exodus 22: 15:
:nfDtlt'" ilJiilO' -';'0 ilOD ::J':liZ71 i1lZT1~-~'''~ il':"n::J iU'~ jin!l'-':n
(Exod 22: IS)
The verse is a specific case instance ofa maiden (r'17ln::J) who is 'deceived' (o1n!l") by a
man. The actual point of this phrase is the dettitfulness aCthe action and not the fact that
its object is a virgin, since the act of copulation (i10D ::J:aUl - 'and ifhe lies with ber')
occurs immediately after the enticement and is a separate act than that of iln!l. The key
point is the fact that she is 'oot betrothed' (ii1Di~-t''), which means he may still 'pay the
bride-pnce'62 and marry her (Exod 22: 16 gives the father the right to refuse the marriage but
the bride-price must still be paid). The root iU'il' is used to indicate the act of betrothal,
which means the paying of the bride~priceand thus the establishment of the man's right to
WordofHosea, 132, italks mine).
"Them" p, in theMTistroublesome inlerms oCthe logicalSL'quence thai would produce ap'. The;;:m
is hell',as is mOSl often tbecase, is better left untrnnslaled, rathertbanoo use 'behold'orsomesimilarphrnsing
(theF~nehvoiciorW)i1oarebetterapproximarioDS).
·'BDB834bPiell.
"BDBSSSb[-Jnim:lj.
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possession ofthe woman..~ Yet in the sequence in Hosea 2 the verb is not used until 2:21-2,
three verses after 'my husband' makes its appearance in 2:18.
From a logical perspective, the sequence of events is inverted. First the woman is
denied the starns of wife (Hos 2:4), although she is then paraded before her 'lovers' (2:12)
and threatened with the punishmenlofdeath. These are not the actions one inflicts upon onc
who is not one's wife. Yet to be followed by the allurement, then the reinstatement afthe
title <husband' before the act of 'betrothal' has the nannal sequence of events all wrong.
Particularly since it all begins with a call to the children to aid in the denial oftbe woman's
status as wife, so that she is acknowledged as mother Long before betrothal! Small wonder
that attempts to relate chapter 2 to some sort ofdescription ofHosea's domestic reality have
been less than successful. While purely metaphorical language does not need to neatly
arrange its components, the complete reversal of the logical order of events, however
metaphorical the language, is a striking device when viewed against the background ofthe
text's careful balancingofnegative symbols and descriptions with their positive counterparts
outlined above.~
Ol BOB 76-7 [.Jl!i1~];DCHVol r, 3998. [n2 Sam 3:14 Daviddemands Michal, saying he 'betrothed' Ilerwith
a hundred Philistine foreskins.
f4 Once again, the 'over-reading' of the language in this chapter can lead one astray. Daniels (Hosea and
Salva/ian History) speculates on the useoflZT"lM as to the quesrion of how the bride's father in this instance
rweives the ""0. "Once the gift had been received., the girl 01" woman became the legal wife of the groom
(Deut. 22:23-24) even tlIough the marriage was not yet physically consummated (Deut. 20:7; 28:30). But who
couldbecono:::eivedofas Israel's fathe«'(l02). cf. DavidJ. A. Clines. "'Hosea2:Structureand [ntCl'pTetarion"
On lhe Way 10 the Posrmodem: Old Teslt1ment EJsays. /967_/998 Volume I (JSOTSup 292; Sheffield:
Sheff"leldA~miePress,I998).293.313,whowrites:"'Theallegoryisneeessarilydefectiveatl!'lispoint'"
(308). Daniels provides an example ofreading too much into the metaphOf"ofbetrothal; tolly to find outwho
the proud parents would be in a marriage ofYhwh and 15[lIeJ is certainly to misundel"SWld the entire eltapter
on a very basic level.
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The result is that neither the condemnations nor promises of salvation are clear and
unambiguous. By occasionally couching forgiveness in negative terms, by removal of a
negation from apositive, or by the use of images that call [0 mind both positive and negative
associations, the 'message' that Hosea gives is not onc which lends itself to easy
classification as either one ofjudgement or forgiveness. There is always some element of
the one in the other, and even the very positive ending aCthe book recalls in its last line that
the wicked stumble (1m~, cf. Hos 4:5; 7:5) if they are not watchful of their ways and
deeds. Even in the last lines ofthe bookofHosea there is no certainty given to the messages
of forgiveness, since theC~i"~ are defined by contrast 10 the C~~W!).~ The paradoxes of
Hoscalie at every level, down to the very oddity ofYhwb.'s proving himself to be a provider
by not providing, since Ephraim I Israel's fruitfulness only increases his distance. As Buss
observes, "in Hosea, culture and success as such --- even as a gift of God --- is
parndolcicallya problem.-
Martin Buss closes his book on Hosea by commenting on the book's ability 10 unite
its message through its use of negation:
Hosea's prophetic word points to a reconciliation which incorpOrales, but goes beyond., a
consciousnessofpersonalrealitywithasenseofresponsibilityandalienation.tndialcctical
terminology, it is a negation cftbe negation. [t does not ignore a condition ofteusion, but
having pictured realiry in the blackest terms possible, it goes on to announce a victOf)'
beyond!'
"cf. 1:13 and 8:1 forPlD!!.
""Buss, TheProphelic WordofHosea, 132.
"ibid.,l40.
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There is 00 way to correctly sum up the 'message' or 'meaning' ofthe book of Hosea. The
book: does not lend itself easily to • summary. Although its structure is one of movement
from judgement and desolation towards reconciliation and renewal, the very devices by
which it displays this movement shows it to be a relational one.N The removal of the
negative from the cbildren's names and the turning of negative images into positives does
DOt create a larger distance between the extremes of the messages, but rather shows one to
be dependent upon the other. The ncgatives and the positives within Hosea each bear the
mark of one another and draw their very power from that relationsl:rip. Each. negative in
Hosea 1-3 stands inCOlltrast to its positive counterpart yet clings to it at the same time. La
Ruhamah's transformation into Ruhamah would be far less striking were she to start out as
Ruhamah, or were her name to have become something other than Ruhamah in her re-
naming. In the same fashion, Hosea's final ver.;cs bring the book to a close 00 a note of
promise. all the while invoking all the preceding images ofjudgement against those who
'stumble' (1~~). The uses ofantithesis and contrast discussed above are. while mainly
directed towards the early chapters, concerned with the book of Hosea as a whole. The next
chapter will discuss some examples from the latter portion ofthe book: demonstrating these
same chamcteristics.
.. Eschalological studies would invoke lite relevant princ:ipleof Untllt ,.,I,d EndMjt. wherein beginnings and
endinp. salvatkln and destruction become inextricably jnlertwined.
~
In the previous chapter the vacillation between threat ofjudgement and promise of
forgiveness within the first three chapters afthe bookofHosea was explored. Chapters 4-14
manifest a similar multiplicity of meanings, and create a similar ambiguity with regards to
a final decision regarding the positive or negative interpretation of Hosea's oracles. The
ambiguity is especially clear in the use of the imagery of Egypt, the Exodus, and the ties of
both these images to the image of the midbar. lltis ambiguity is also present in the figure
ofEphraim in chapter 5, an ambiguity shared with the lexically and strueturallysimiJarfigure
ofthe woman in chapter 2. Additional examplesofthis ambiguity include; the representation
ofthe 'prophets,' the image of the '0 (tal- "dew"), and the use of the root :ma (Sub- 'turn
back', 'rerum'},acentral tenn in Hosea. The impact ofthe ambiguity central to chapters 1-3,
and itsetTect upon the manner in which the latter parlofthe book is read and interpreted, will
be examined through these examples.
A key element of this ambiguity is its ability to make available the opponunity for
the reader to question the tone and message of an oracle or a passage. "Ulfir die
Unbediogtheit und Radikalitiit solcher Ankundigungen noch Raum fUr einen Ruf zw:
Umkehr?"l This question from the article on the root :mZ:1 in the Theologisches Worterhuch
zumAlten Testament illustrates the point that room always remains within the Hosean oracles
for a call to repentance, regardless of how negative a tone the condemnations may initially
have. The use of the same or similar words for both apostasy and repentance within the
l 7'WATVII 1140.
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prophetic booJc:sl generaJly relies upon the availability ofthis 'room' for repentance. Hosea
is no exception to this pattern, with the root~'lZiappearing nioeteen times in theqal system.}
1be concrete meaning of::lllZl accords well with the maio point of contention in this thesis,
inasmuch as it is used to indicate: one orthe other aspects ofa shifting between positive and
negative., with the very physicality oftbe word heightening this basic altemation. Herbert
Marks Dotes that 'return' 4s also the burden ofthc composite DarTativc ofHosea's marriage
in chapters 1-3.'''' This observation on "the reciprocal relationship between Israel's 'return'
and YHWH's 'turning'''' catches the importance ofthe root's usc: but does not fully explore
it.
In the case oflbe structure surrounding the wife's abandoning ofber husband to go
after her lovers (2;7), her apostaSy is described as a physical motion away from Yhwh. The
physical return oftbc wife to her husband from her loven (2;9). ofCOUBe., serves in twn as
a metaphor for Iszael's repentance. TIle placemeut ofthis metaphor-within the structure of
the oaming and re-naming aCme children allows the physicalityofthe metaphor oftbe wife'$
J Often described as physical.aions like 'golD8 away' and 'tumina' (e.i-.1Tom :l1iZ)a1one: :-r:mm. il:m2J.
il:llltl). AJso.."I""(2:9). "T"'l!I(4;14). f,"(5:6-0fYhwh'swithdnwal). ·"'V1tlll~{S:II).andsoon.Buss
(The Prophetic Word o.fHos~) labels the language of'going after' "typically levitic-dcuteronomic" (102).
• TWATVIl, 1129: Aocordingro TWATtheqalof:nq7appears some 206 time:!I in the propbetK: booIc:s alone,
and the use in Hosea.can be designated & ·ultwort'. Only the much longcrbooks ofEulciel(37).lsaiah (J2)
and Jeremiah (78) have more oceurrenees.
• Herbert Marlcs, "The Twelve ProphetS" in The Literary Guide to the Bible (Alter and Kmnode (eels.);
Cambridge, Massachusetts: Belknap Pres$, 1987),207-233,213.
I ibid.
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movements to associate a sense of vacillation from negative to positive. This, in tum, is
associated with a physical metaphor ofa similar motion from positive to negative and back
(the wife goes from her busband who lavished gifts on her, pursues her lovers, is
subsequently punished and retums).6 The theme ofambiguity is introduced and maintained
by ambiguous imagery (as outlined above with the varied use of positive and negative
shading to images such as the midbar) and by the wife's movements.
Hosea's use of 'reversal' in imagery has been remarked upon by previous scholars
in varying ways,' and is in part a result afthe use afthe poetic device of antithesis with its
necessary corresponding use of binary tcrn:linoJogy. Yet in Hosea the urgency and
physicality of the shifting and its use of negation and 'un-negation' gives an undertone to
both the negative and positive oracles of the book. The positive, because it is defined by its
relationship to the negative (and conversely the negative to the positive), bears a reference
to its own opposite as a sub-text within individual oracles. This situation is explicit in
chapters 1·2 with the extended metaphors involving the wife and the children, and can be
• Clincs ("Hosca 2: Strueture and Interpretation") sees the laJ"gerstrueture ofHosea 2 as falling into therwin
categories of'belongingfnot·belonging'. He notes the "spalia/terminology" (305) which marks both Israel's
going away and Yhwh's 'restoration' oflsrael.
1 Mary Joan WilUl Leith ("Verse and Reverse: The Transformation of the Woman, Israel, in Hosea 1-3" [95-
108] Gender and Difference in A.ncient Israel) sees the use ofreversal in Hosea as part ofa "dialogue" with
mythology, which works consciously with certain mythic themes. She writes, "God is reversing time (itself
an essential product ofcosmogony) as well as the pattern oflsrael's creation" (96). Miehael DeRoche ("The
Reversal ofCreation in Hosea" JlT3 1/198 1 [400-409J)seesasimilar,consciousrevel"$3.l in Hosea4:1-3'suse
of motifs and elements drawn from theereation tradition pceservcd in Genesis I. These analyses are based
upon Hosea's use ofhistoricaYmythological traditions, but describe a similar motion within the text to the one
h=.
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seen in the lattcr portion of the book with the use of a single image to denote either
condemnation or reconciliation. The structure is, however, present in instances in the book's
latter portion in addition to the images already discussed.
To take an example of the continuing effects of the themes and their structures
introduced in the early chapters. Hosea 5:11-13 contains a description of Ephraim's
movement away from Yhwb towardsAssyria(i'iDtlt-'~C"i!lM l'"1)andutilisescertain
elementsofthc sequence involving the wife's activity described above. This movement is
based upon a desire for healing, something which Assyria will not be able to do (5:13),
because it is Yhwh who has struck and wounded Ephraim in order to demonstrate his power.
The wording is emphatic;
,.,·~O r~' ~"" 1"~' ~"1~~ 'l~ 'l~
(Hos5:14)
The twice repeated "I" has an urgent feel: "But it is I, I who shall rip and raise up without a
rescuer!'" Ephraim realises his mistake because of Yhwb's violent action, and makes the
decision to return to him (6;1). This short sequence brings to mind the figures and actions
of the wife I Israel, and husband I Yhwh in ChaPlet 2, as in both cases the abandonment of
Yhwh to go after something or someone else is only realised to be a mistake after Yhwh
strikes a blow as a demonstration ofhis power. In this instance, the wife docs not seek her
• Orn:eagain, lheuseofarool('~)J eneounlered earlier in 2:11'5 'n~1 ''''YJ~ "n':S:il1 and 2:12'5"'0
;"IJ"~""1\' ll1'tll1 should be noted. Also Buss (The Prophetic WoniofHosea) 85 and Ps50:22 for a similar
p/ltaselo5:14.
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lovers, rather Ephraim seeks the aid oCtile king of a powerfullcingdom.' Yet after being
chastised Ephraim decides to return. using language very similar to that ofthe wife when.
after being stripped orall her goods. she decides that herorigina.l situation with ber husband
was better after alL Phrases such as hlt in combination with IUb are used in both instances.
particularly in the phrases indicating a change of heart on the part of Ephraim and the
l1~ii1 ~tO""-,~ ii::J'~' i1::J?"
(Has 2:9)
''''PO-'~ ;l~''''' 1'~(HosS:IS)
;nil~-~ i1~'~' 1:1'
(Hos6:1)
In each instance the same 5Cquence ofabandonment. punishment and return is present. This
similarity is thus one of structure in addition to the lexical similarities. ln both i.ostances
there is a back and forth motion lhat. though metaphorical, manifests itself in the use of
physical language. 1be use of language describiDg either abandoning or turning away,
juxtapOSed with the languageofretum (mostooticeably in the appearances ofthe root ::J1rz1)
is an example ofboth the ccntrali[)' of ambiguity to the book, and the means by which it is
communicated. In the sequence above the same verb which indicates repentance also
indicates Yhwh's act ofwitbdrawing from Israel (with the resultofmalcing Israel seek Yhwb
• Boss writes. "One ofttle indications aCthe powerofa deity is thai it both smites and heals. kills and brings
to lifc"(l I I)..
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more eoergeticallyl~. This adds a destabilising undercwreDt to the use of:nlV as a signal
oftbc: decision to repent. Irs occuneoce in conjunction wilh the roothlkintensific:s the sense
of vacillation and hovering between repentance and apostasy. "Come, let us return to
Yhwh!"(S;IS) is an interjection which draws beavily upon the usc ofthe pbysicallanguage
of positive and negative states of Israel's relationship with Yhwh. ll The use oCtile words
"going" and "returning" in the descriptions of lsrael's rebellion or repentance: provides a
visual image ofback-and·forth movement which corresponds tothetcxt's presentation ofthe
uncertainty of Israel's relationship to Ybwh.
The two aspects ofnegative and positive in the literarystrueture ofHosea's language
are apparent in the continued appearance ofpaiIed vocabulary items dIawn from the actions
viewed as positive (e.g., 'returning to Yhwb', 'knowing Yhwh') and negative (e.g., MOO,
"1llCrC is also an additionat stlUd'Wal comparison to be drawn with c:fIapIcr2 witb repros to die Ihemeof
seelcingand DOl: findina(e.J..., tbewifcpursuingha" loveB),a Iheroewbidlllddsan wgcneyanddc:spenltion
to the..::t ofretum 10 Ybwtl. Precisely this tbeme o(urgmtlyseeldnaooe's loYer(s) bas bcen.1be focus of
comparisons between Ihc wife inehapter2 and the figureofthewoman in the Song ofSongs(ef: Cant 5:.$-a;
;,~~ter;;:~~~~--n;::=r~;p.~:~~~;r~.I~~) ~
exc:eedinglycommonwiththesmseofiolesjections,befceverllswhidl~amovementorolherltCtiorl."
Thustbe use is partially. no doubt, a result ofh/k oommonlyoc:wrring in llendiadys with lIlKItherverb, both
lIS a flavouring imperative I particle(cf~ the useof"l;OlIlCon.""goon" in English or the virtuallymeanillilm;
"16." ofQuebecois french) and Il5 an infinitive. Yet it is also notewOrthy that, in addition 10 its common use
in verbal hendiadys, hlk can ilIdieate both apostasy or failhfulness (cf., Jer 2:2. 5-6, g, 17.23,25 and the
comments of Michael DeRoche, "Jeremiah 2:2-3 and [5l'lIel', Love for God during the Wilderness
Wlilderinl¢' CSQ 4511983 [364--376] 368). Moreover, it is alws)'$ a word with very physical imagety
associatedwithiL
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n::lta).12 Many of these words fonn a distinct pair. with 'knowledge of Yhwh ! God'
(O'iT?~ n.In) being the positive state corresponding to the negative actions or states of
'forgetting' or 'not knowing' (Hoo 2:10, 15). Yet in the book of Hosea a large number of
these lexical items contain ambiguous connotations. For Buss the continued use ofiZ1'::l
('seek', corresponding to I'~. 'find') "appears to be a technical term forrepcntance in the
situation of lament. Seeking, however, also represents the wider range of every turning
toward God."') Yet 'seeking' is not in and of itself a word that carries entirely positive
connotations in Hosea. despite representing a "turning towards God."
cm~ rwrnt~1 iT'::li1~T1", iT!lii1
ii:l'M iTiO",1 ~:l:On tot" Cln~::l'
;iTn.oo 1M" ::l'~"::1 11~"i1 'Utt-~ i1::n~'
(Hos 2:9)
The activity ofthe woman in pursuing (but not overtaking) her lovers, and then seeking (but
not finding) them, is a prelude to her decision to return to her first husband. " In 5:15 Ybwh
11 Once again, Buss (The Prophetfl: Word ofHosea) lists negative, positive and ambiguous tenns that occur
in thc book of Hosea (81-1 13).
"Buss., The Prophetic WordofHosM,I06.
.. Has 10:9 repeats the phraseCrm,., (with theobj«:tmf'fu<;) found in 2:9, recalling the wife's pursuit of
her-lovers. The NRSV renden the verse. "Sinccthedayso£Gibeahyou have sinned, 0 Israel; therethey have
continlled.. Shallnotwarovertakethemin Gibe:ah?" ~MTreadsqultedifferently.Amongotherthingsthis
v~isnotaquc:stionintheMT.TheapparalllSoftbeBHSsuggestsemendingwith ail-inlermgativeyct cites
110 manuscript support. The LXX reads "there they stood" [~I(~i £aTt')Cav·j where the MT reads exactly the
same phrase l'l'IJD OlD], prCSUIJUlbly rendered by 'theRthey have continued' (the NRSV is also missing the
"sons ofinjustice", also attested by the LXX). The verse is difficult, although il is likely tIw its main function
is to exploit the wordplay upoDil~ (10:8, 9). ~ swem.ent defies easyexplanatiOfl either way, but the
lectiodifjicilio,.wouldbethecurTenl,aypticstateoflheMT.
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states that "they seek my presence" ('J!l 'iZ1-'~').but Yhwh bas withdrawn from them. The
verb 1Dp~, first used with the woman's lovers as an object and later used with Yhwh as an
object, would seem to gain a positive nuance in the latter instance. Yet in 5:6 there is a
motion towards "seeking Yhwh but not finding him, for he bad withdrawn,'" In 7:9 the lack
of seeking is classified alongside the act of not retwning:
")~::::! ~iiD"l'totJ iTlU1
:nMT-':>::::! 1iliZ:p:::J tit'" Cil'i1?M il1il'-':nolt 1::::!1U"llt"
(Hos 7:9)
Expanding the examination of 'seeking' to include words with similar meanings such as
~i" (cf 2:9) one can see the same sort of polyvalence. In 6:3 n.o,' iT!)"l'" i111"1'1
il1il'-nM makes knowledge ofYbwh its object, on any reading of Hosea a goal which isor
primary importance,l$ yet it is only by way of sharp contrast to the woman's pursuit oCher
lovers(2:9) and Ephraim's equally vain pursuit aCthe winds (12:2) that tbisexpression gains
a positive nuance.
Hosea's references to 'prophets' (C"M":::l» follow similar patterns and share the same
charncteristic ambiguous status. The prophets occasionally are the instrumcnts of Yhwh
"Knowledge ofYhwh is very important in Hosea. Seeilln" ~, ~'i11 (2:10), i11il'-n~ m"" (2:22),
W"TiT "Xl(4:S),;nil'"Tl~ run" il!)"] (6:3),VI"l't" ~,;;, (7:9), ~'ID" l1JD"T' 'il"~ 'pVT' •.,
(8:2). 'rol'" ~." "'lZi'l (8:4). ,,"'ID" 1Pi' {9:7-rQding with the MT's adminedlyd.isordered stare, see
below)C'M!l,':::J ,1l,'l't'" (J 1:3)•."n~' 'n,n C'il,"1(13:4), ""Q'C:::J Tn.,,' 'J~ (13:5). These
instances are 110t exhaustive and do not address synonyms at all, but mel'el)'demollStt'are the centrality afthe
COlIcepL
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(Hos 6:5; 12:11), the recipients ofvisions sent by Yhwb (12:11), and the means b}' which
Yhwh saves his people (12:14). The prophets are instruments of destruction in 6:5 and
12; 11 through which Yhwh win act out his punishment while lllso serving to 'guard' (12: 14)
and 'watch' (9:8). These are explicable as expressions ofYhwh's wrath or forgiveness, yet
in each instance the 'prophet' is represented as being a serious figure with wbom Yhwh.
communicates. What then is to be made ofthe phrase in 9:7, "The prophet is a fool, the man
ofthe spirit is mad"? The NRSV and NIV emend the MT, which reads "1sIae[ will know (or
'let Israel know') immediately before the phrase tzr" ,UllZ;O "':1)" "," m,,, in order to
make it more intelligible and consistent. 16
Thedaysofpunishmentareooming, thedaysof~koningareal hand. Let Israel know this.
Because your sins are so rnanyand your hostililyso great., the prophet is considtted a fool,
!he inspired man a maniac. (NTV)
The days ofpunishment have come. the days o(recompense have come; Israel erie;, "'The
prophet isa fool, lbeman ofthcspirit is m.ad!" Becauseofyourgreat iniquity. yourhoslility
is great. (NRSV)
"~"£l" 1P"'l' C~ '0' 'lll~ n'pEl;'T '0' '"~
nniT £l"~ PJm lll'~JiT .,.,"
;iTOOlZt:l iT~i' 1~1P:J"'l?P
Gerald Morris claims that this phrase demonstrates Hosea viewing his own work"as a work
OfTfOl~OI5 rather than as a work. of TfP0411101S,,17 while the English versions seem content
'" The LXX [qteOO!V oi f,IJEpal Tils- iK611dlO~Co)S", qteaCllv ai h~6pal Ti't5 ci\ITa~<>is 000. teOI
teOI({,JSiloflOI topaq.). OOTfiP (, lfP04lJ,lTJ5 (, mxpr~e~, avBpc.llTOS 0 TTVrulJaTo4'6Pos-· urro Toll
lTJ.#lous-Thivci611(c:l\loooslfATJ6UuEln~a\liaooo.llestifiestoamargina.llydiff=treading,ifon1yinlerntS
ofthe pointing.
I' Moms, Prophecy, Poetry and Hosea, 146.
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to sort out the meaning through re-ordering the verse into a coherent, intelligible phrase. III
Morris' interpretation rests upon the idea that most Hosean references 10 prophets aroe
"castigations ofunworthy servants ofGod" although this verse may be an ironically "oblique
self-reference to his work as a poet.,,19 Yet, as discussed above, the "prophets" arte
mentioned elsewhere in Hosea as people to whom Yhwb speaks and gives visions (12:11),
and through whom he led Israel out of Egypt (12:14). These references are bardl!Y
'castigations.' 12:11 in particular stresses tbat it is Yhwh who is the authOfofthe prophets'
visions, thus emphasising the authenticity of those visions. The MT of9:7 as it currentl;w
stands makes it c:xtremely difficult to reconcile the two views ofthe prophet in the book o:f
Hosea.20 Is the prophet a madman or does Yhwh speak to him? Can it be both at the same
time? As far as this thesis is concerned there is no doubt lhat the figure of 'the prophet'"
within Hosea \NiIl prove to be as equally unstable and multi-faceted a symbol as the otlte.
ones examined here. Hosea does not say that 'some say' the prophet is a fool, although we
really know he is not and that Yhwh speaks to him. Rather, the prophet communes witlo.
Yhwh and the prophet is a fool. This verse accepts both sides of what would nonnally be
" "The days ofpunishment arc come. the days ofvengeance arc (:()Ille when Israel shall be humbled. Then the
prophet shall be made a fool and the inspiRd seer a madman by ynur great guilL" (NEB). Foran explanatiolD
ofthisinterprewioo ('!'as"k:ausaJe Prapositioo")see Kuhnigk,Nordwesaemiti$cheSt!Jdienzum H=bueh...
116.
.. Manis, Prophecy. Poetry and Hosea, 146.
""Certain otherofthe 'writing prophets' dollOlspeakhighlyoftheC""':lJ asagroup. The encounterbctweetll
AmosandAmaziah(Amos7:IO-t6)whereArnosdeniC$bcingal'·:J~C(lmeslomindinpartif;Ular.YetHosea
is a different situation inasm<lch as the booIt spealc$ positively ofthe actions oft.'!e prophets. in particularthc
(nameless) prophet through whom Israel wu led out ofEgypl
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contradictory statements, in part because the book is portraying a relationship and all the
tensions and contradictions which arise from it. Hosea does not allow the image of 'the
prophet' to be merely subservient to an image oCan exodus in the nation's Past. nor solely
an individual who is unusual and therefore gains the label of a fool from his audience.21
There is no mediation or attempted dialogue between the two presentations, born are
presented as appropriate to the figure of 'the prophet'. It should occasion no surprise that
Hosea allows us to see a figure who, despite his relationship to Yhwh. represents a suspect
and unstable personality. Yhwh may indeed speak to the prophet, but far from stabilising
him as a religious authority he becomes an unreliable figure who is 'mad' and '8 fool'.
The word '0 is also used as both a positive and negative image (Hos 6:4; 13:3;
14;6). In the one instance it serves as the description of the fickle nature of Israel's
attachment to Yhwh. "Your hesed (11:;1,,) is like a morning-c1000. and as the tal which
departs in the early morning" (Hos 6:4). The serond occurrence ofthe word bears a strong
resemblance to 6:4, with the eotire expressioo 1';' C'::JlZ:t:l '~::J' 'P:JllP:J repeated
word for word in 13:3. In both cases, the image of dew is used because of its short-lived,
transitory nature and seemingly without any awareness of the blessing which it might
" As Francis Landy notes (Hosea [RClIdingsJ) the interpretations of most crilic:s who sec this ver.sc "as a
dialogue between the prophet and his audience" doso ''without any realjustificalion"(lIS). Tbeir reason for
doing so may be moIivaled by a desire 10 make Hosean references 10 'prop/lels' somewhat more consistent.
8\
potentially bring in the form of fertility to vegetative life.u The concept oftbe dew as a
cause offertility is completely absent from its use in 13:3, as the comparisons to chafferO)
and smoke in the next two cola aCthe verse illustrate. "'Cbafi'" is only periphenillyassociated
with fertility and the productivity aCthe field, as it is ODe aCthe final components sepanlted
in the threshing process from the grain itse1f.D To be both the dew and the cbaffis 10 be
transitory and ephemeral, and the last destination ofchaffis its separation from the grain, the
most important component aCllie crop.
In a third instance \[ shall be as tal for Ismel t he will SproUl as Ihe lily"-Hos 14:6)
the ':lo is used as acomparisoo for Yhwh's giving offertilityto Israel by his presence (i1'i1~
bringing to mind the allwions to the divine name Ybwh in I :gl.). This verse seems to be
unaware ofits rupturingoCtbe use of~ as a negative descriptor. To be like tbedcw is oot
a statementofpraisc: in 6:4 and 13:3, yet in 14:6 it becomes syntaeticaJJy linked to tbe divine
DalDC i1·ii~. Whether or DOt the last occurrence is enough to overcome or change the
D TDOTV p23·JOj,observcs dIIt"Behind nearly all the mmtions ofdew in the OT (some 30 in all) stands
the conviction that the dew ba&iftofYahweh,justas in 1he~ligion o(Ugar;t it isagiftofBa'al. Yahwdt
is the giver of fertlUty. and without dew there is no fertility. The dew is thu.s an expression ofYahwetl's
blessing. belonging as it were 10 the order ofcreation" (324).
'" Oded Borowski,AgricuJturein Iron Age ls,aei(Wmooa Lake,lndiana: Ei5enbrauns, 1981),66,68. The
English expression ""to separate the wheat from the chaff" 6emofl$tl'8.tes the same metaphorical use 1I$ many
ofthe biblical uses ofre, with the implicit assumption ofth: lick ofl,ltilityto the chaffin comparison to the
grain.
.. cf. Exod3:14; Hos 1:9 and the.bovediscusslon inChapter2 (49-50) Illd the 50= cited the«:.
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negative associations developcd in the word'solherappe:artU'1Ce5 seems unlikely, but it does
add a oewpositive component and dynamic to the image aCme '0 in the book as a whole.
As rneutioned earlier, the word 'return' ~,~ is widely usod in prophetic litetaturc:.
especially in Hosea, to indicate the acts ofrepentanee and ,turning'.2S Hosea also uses it in
reference to a lhreateoed 'return 10 Egypl'. This threat is interesting because it links an
image with multiple associations to accntral term. and concept ofthe book.26 The references
to 'Egypt' in Hosea are eras varied a nature as the other words and image discussed above.
1be wife in 2:17 will respond "as on the day she came out of Egypt" in marked conttast to
her present unfaithfulness, implying that Israel 'responded' in a much more appropriate or
preferable manner upon leaving Egypt than at present. Egypt is symbolic ofthe relationship
betw'cen Yhwhand lsrael (11:1: "Out ofEgypt I called mysoo",:n and as cited abovc: on the
discussion of Hosea's refereoces to prophets. "By a prophet Yhwh brought Israel up from
Egypt. and by a prophet be was guarded" -12:14). Egypt is also a reminder to Israel of
Ybwh's importance: "I am Yhwh your god, from the land nfEgyp(' (12:10; 13:4). Egypt
also serves as a symbol of foreign threat and exile (1;16; 8:13), as it does througbout much
U Marb, '"The Twelye Prophets"213.
• A luge component ofthe vaeillation present in theboolc ofHosea is on accountofdtis briogingtoge".herof
lerms. images and allusions with multiple associations. lbeeffect is one which allows an intertwinina matrix
to spread throughout the booIc between these refereocc:s. Leith{'"The Tnnsformation ofthe Woman, Israel'')
describes Ihe weaving together of the main themes as follows: "Hosea puts special emphasis on the
thematio:ally resonant triad ofexodus, wilderness wanderinio IU1d possession of the pl"Omised. land" (96).
IT Nantrnllythe placement ofquotlltion marks (whether "Out of ESYJIl rcalled., 'My son!'" or as rendered
above) is UllC.:rtlIin.
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aCthe Bible.2a Yet the symbol ofEgypt carries a multiplicity ofassociations because it does
oot exist in isolation from a wider matrix of images with similar allusive qualities. The
exodus from Egypt and the narrative aCthe subsequent wanderings in the wilderness are so
interwoven and tied together in the present biblical text that, regardlessofthehistoryofsucb.
traditions, the text as it now stands can only refer to lhe motifs and images in all their good
and bad connotations. Egypt is a positive symbol in pan because it represents the beginning
ofIsrael's time in the wilderness, a reference which cannot help butcarry some ambivalence
considering the many attitudes displayed towards this period in lsrael's history.
The question of Hosea's possible knowledge ofa tradition concerning an exodus
from Egypt, as possibly reflected in the above references, has taken on a certain immediacy
with renewed scholarly debate over the dating of the Pentateuch as well as the origins of
ancient Israel. The interest is understandable since possible access to variant traditions may
cast light upon the processes through which the Pentateuch has taken shape. The <tradition'
ofan exodus from Egyptcertainly seems to be present in the text ofHosea: "When Israel was
a child, I loved him, and out of Egypt I called my son" (II: I, N1V), "By a prophet Yhwh
brought up Israel from Egypt" (12:14). There bas also been a linked interest in a tradition
ofthe so~ca11ed«wilderness period" ofmel's history following its flight from Egypt. The
.. TheTe is an ambivalence built into biblical reference$ to Egypt. TDOTVllI, c·,~ [519-30] states that
"Ideologically, Ihe OT ll$SQCrales Egypt primarily with Ihe land ofslavcry... Egypl was also viewed as a rich,
fruitful land where one could find refuge in time!i ofdrought and famine" (521).
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period in the wilderness following the exodus from Egypt is obviously a key component in
the present form oftbe Pentateucbal narrative, yet in studies aCthe prophetic literature there:
has emerged a theory ofa rather distinct set oftraditions concerning the 'wilderness period'
alone which., it is argued. can beohserved in the prophetic literature and which can be viewed
apart from references to traditions of the Exodus.19 In chapter 2 Hosea's references to the
midbar were discussed in some detail, although without exploring all the wider issues
associated with this image. One ofthe theories which has enjoyed some popularity, toucbed
upon briefly above, is that the time in the wilderness was viewed as a time of love and
devotion between Israel and Yhwb, a 'honeymoon' period which was put aside when [srael
entered the land of Canaan and became forgetful ofaU that Yhwb had previously done:
On the basis of Hos. 9:10·13 the boundary between the Mosaic period and the p<:riod of
Canaanization can now be set deflnilely. It Is marked by the episode with Baal-Pear in
which Isnel fll'St feU 10 the enticements of the Baal cults. Here lies the germ. of all
subsequent apostasy, the point at where Canaanite pnK:ticcs first infected Israel. The
passage also sheds a certain light on Hosea's conception ofthewildemess period. It is a
period characterized byYahweb'sjoy and delight in Israel."
Hosea thus seesdJe Exodus and the wilderness wanderings as asingle period. Wbetherthis
was a period ofcomplete harmony between Yahweh and Israel is not: the concern ofthe text.
Rathtttheemphasis is upon YahwehasthesoleGod.oflsrael in thisperiod... Overwhelmed
by the t-utyofthe land and the prosperity which flowed from it. Israel became prideful.
He failed to internalize the underlying realities whi<:h together created and sustained his
existence.j ,
>tSee ShemaryahuTalmon, "The 'DesertMotir in the Bible and inQummn Literature" [31-63J in Biblical
Motift for an overview of the rise of this theory in scltolarly cifl;les. The isolation of the motifofthe desert
has led to theorie:s ofseparnte 'desertlnlditions' as distinct from Exodustradilions, including the subordinate
tbeory ofa 'finding' tradition as representing the stan oflsrael's original covenant with Yhwh, based upon
passages such as Ezdc 16.
.. Daniels, Hosea andSaIMtlon Hi$lary, 59.
"ibid.,76.
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Tbeparriardlal period is followed by tbe Exodus-wildcrncss period (12:13-14[1.2-1J);et:
2:16-17[14--'51). FOfHoseathisislbeperiodparuu/ktI«ofIsrxl·sbislorycodaIe.. II
bepo with tbc Exodus from £aypr unda"prophetic:gu~ in the perSOI1ofMoses(1 1:1;
12:10. 14(9, 11DandcontinueduntillheepisodewimBAl-hor(9:IO). This period was
oneoflwmorly~Yahwebaod I$rael in which Yahwdl cared and provided (orllls
peopk:1lnd l:nelcan'lClO knowYahweb.{9:10; I):4-S)."
This idealised view of the wilderness period has been seen in both Hosea (Hos 2: L7) and
Jeremiah Ocr 2:2·3). Speculation upon a tradition of Israel and Yhwh in the wilderness
separate and distinct from the Exodus, as a place ofharmony between Ybwb and Israel, has
been widespread at times in scholarly circles.)) Powerful critiques have been made against
this view,~ but for the purposes oflhis project the importance of the debate is that it draws
attention to the mutability ofthese images and their multiple associations, both individually
and collectively. Talmon, forcxample, claims that it is only through secondary associations
that the midbaT can be viewed as a positive motif.
Whc:ncvu the "desertlDOrif' seaN to altain lbestanlS orasdf<OfUined po$itive value, this
IItlnbution will be shown 10~t &om vm.Donal deveJopmemsoftbc initiallhanc:s, by
wayoftbeinfi4iOQinIoitofoa-.origjoallyunrelated.theme$.. lDesseooe1hepr0cc:si5lD11y
bedc:saibcdua"'m.ixma;ofmoti&.,"whidlintroducr:slleWsutasidiarydemenl:$inlOthe
MdcsM:motif"'widlaconc:omitantlD\llMionofilsoriginalsigni6l:::anoe.»
.. ibid.. 117. lbusalso Robinson, DlcZW6I/klcUIM PropIwlelt(HAT 14; TlIbingen: Mohr, 1964), O.
" See Else Ktagelurld Holt, Prophuying 1M Past: 1M Uuoflsmd's HlslO'Jl illu. BookofHoseo (JSOTSup
194;Sbeffidcl:Sbcffic:ldAc::.demie~I99S}.II6-139.
"Talmon, 1be'Desert Morir"34-39. Midw:1 V. Fox, "Sc:rcmi.ah2:2andthe'[)esertldeal"'CBQ3S/1913
(44I ....S0]pauim. Fora view which balaoceslhetwosides in dtisdebaIe._DcRochc, "Je=niah2:2-3 and
1_I's Love for God,n who COIletudes, "J=iah Icnows ofa tndition which cksaibc:s rsnel as faidtfully
following Yahweh through the desert ofSinai...This positive: tradition, however. is nol: to be Wldcrstood as
a 'nomadic ideal.' Nowhere does Jeremiah dcsmbe the desert as an ideal h.abiw, or the nomadic existence
as an ideal wayoflife. And unlike Hosea. Jeremiah never prophc:sies that IsrMl will 01" should retum to the
desert. For Jeremiah the ideal is the attitude that Israel showed. Yah_h while wandering in the desen.
Jem:niah wants Israel to return to following after her true husband" (37S).
"Taimon., "The 'Desert Motir"37.
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This present projcctdoes not, however, view the usesofcertain images as an either/orchoice
between positive and negative, nor is it a necessity to view a positive value within uses of
the desert motifas solely the result ofsubsidiary infJ.-uences.J6 To continue with the examples
ofEgypt and the wilderness, both can be images be=ring messages ofhope or punishment.;7
Egypt brings to mind Ybwh's care for "his son" (11:1) and is a reminder aCtbe days of
Israel's 'youth' (2:17), yet Egypt is also a place ofbondage and oppression under a foreign
mler. On one level all of these references within the book of Hosea may be (0 an exodus
tradition and threats afits symbolic or literal reversal.. Theymay also be references to certain
political realities rooted within the eighth century cantext in which Hosea isasswned to have
been active, such as the possibility ofHosca's contemporaries seeking refuge in Egypt from
the threat of Assryian invasion.Jl
"Talmon distinguishes between a 'motif' and an image (J:9), cJaiming that a motif cannot bc srudied in
isolation. The distinction is valid enough, although th<:: qu£Stion of whether or not lhe 'wllderness' ever
functions solely lIS an image is problematic. It would be dHficult to demonstrate the use ofrnosr. oflhese
images in anything approaching complete isolation from olher' elements.
.., The arguments for a sepl\{1lte 'rmding' tradition in the wilderness will not be examined here. The variant
theories are too many to review properly, although it seems tlJi.at lhis theory has arisen partly out ofdesire to
explain lhe positive tone of the mentions of the wilderness wanderings, somewhat sUl'prising in light of the
traditions of grumbling and unrest among 'the people' pre:se:rved in the Pentateuch during their time in the
wildemess(Num 11.14;20). As Fox notes{"Jcremiah 2:2" 442) it is Yhwh's love and supportoflsrael and
thus Israel's dependence upon Yhwh which is being stressed! rathet than the faithfulness ofrsrael.
" Any oracle's Sia im ldJen would be bard to pinpoint based -on this criterion alone. As K. Lawson Younger,
Jr. notes {"The Deportationsofthe Israelites"J8L 117/1998 [:201-227]). there is debate"over which Assyrian
king captured Samaria...Sargon n makes direct assertions chat be deported the Isntelites. What is often
forgotten in the discussion is the fact that there bad already been severa! signific:ant deportations oflsraelites
by the Assyrians. These must also be included in any investigation into the deportations that ended the
northern kingdom of Isl1ler' (201). But as Younger poimts out, there may bave been several severe
deportations, possibly underthree different kings(Tiglath-PileserlIl,Shalmaneser V and Sargon U), a period
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It is more likely, however, that if v 13 is a threat of exile (rather than a description of
diplomatic: traffic., our preferred inlerpC'ewion). then it is a prophecy which tumed out to
have been wrong. Egypt was less prominent in the fate of the northern kingdom than
Hosea'ssym.melrical statements suggest.""
Yet there is no need to interpret references to Egypt in a solely literal, nor a purely symbolic
manner. In a few of the appearances aCthe word 'Egypt' in the book of Hosea 'Assyria' is
also meotioned in close proximity (8:9, 13; 9:3; 11:5; 12:2)."" A close look at a verse like
9:3 ("Ephraim will return to Egypt, and inAssyria theywill eat unclean [ood")or 11:5 ("Will
they not return to Egypt and will not Assyria rule over them because they refuse to repent?",
NPr I ) ought to promote caution in interpreting references to Egypt solely in terms ofcertain
spanningovertwentyycars (roughly 74S-722 BCE). To relate any references in Hosea 10 one in preference
to another would require (in addition to the difficulty in dealing with specific passages in Hosea) fmner
evidcnceofthe number of deportations and their severity than now exists.
"AndersenandFrecdman,Hosetl[AB24l.SI0-11. Wolffsawasymbolicmcaningasbeingintenwinedwith
a [iteral political refereneeto a return to Egypt(Dodekap"opheton I [BKAT 14/1}, 199; IT: [Henn], 154-.55).
Macintoshciteswithapprova[Wolff's use ofboth a literal, political meaning and an "explicit revet>al 0fthe
theme ofthe exodus" (Hosea {ICCl, 330-31, 342). A!> willbed~ below, there isanotherway to view
Hosea's references to 'Egypl and Assyria' thalneed not require a 'wrong' prophecy.
.. Kuhnigk. notes thal the fOl'Ululaic pairing of 'Egypt and Assyria' occurs in Ugariric as well
(Nordwesuemltische Studien rom Hoseab/JICh, 94, 134).
"Thepun(on~rib)belWeenreturning 10 Egyptand refusing to repent(rerum.) is very pointed in the Hebrew:
::m,' n~ .~ ,~':to 1"1i1 .,,~, Cl·"~O r.,IlI-':!tll :m~r Ill'. Thtf"e is a le~a1 difficulty in the Hebrew
com::eming the consonants tlt' in the MT. The LXX (and largely on this basis the apparatus criticus ofthe
BHS) testifies 10 the homonymous pronoun ,,, although il reads it with preceding verse (LXX: Kcd
E'Il'l~).~al TTpOs aimw oSvvitoofJal ai.rri}. "aT~lCJ}Oev E<IlPallJ tv Aiy{nrr.....). Kuhnigkchallenges the
view that the MT is a mistake, citing Hosea's use of"doppeldeutig" words and expressions, panicularly the
use ofIrib in this verse. NordweslSemilischeStudien rum HoseQbu<:h 134: "Ob cia nicht aud!. die demyafrib
vorangeslellte Partikel r von Hosea bewulll mit einem ironiegeladencn AnkJang an die Negation 10'
gesproehen wurde? Das Imge in einer Linie mit den Dieht seltenen nllen, in <!enen der Prophet sich bewu6t
doppeldeutig aUSZlldrilcken scheinL" Francis Landy (Hosea [Readings», commenting on 9:3 notes: "[n t 1.5
the text asserts !hal Israel will not return to Egypt. The conaadiction is evident, and is explicated in various
ways by commentators: by a change of mind by Hosea, by the usc of Egypt as a metaphor for Assyria... 1f
Egyptreprcscnts the subjugation from which God libcnltcd Israel, and is collSC<lucotlythe archetype of me
otbcrpcop1c:s. then the rerum to Egypt would close the circuit ofIsrael's history. The contnldiction opens it,
and is equivalent to the vacillation elsewhere in the book between destn>ction and continuance" (114).
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historical circumstances involving the role Egypt mayor may not have played in eight-
century Samarian politics. As noted above, me interpretations proffered by some
commentators of 8:13's reference to a return to Egypt concentrate upon Egypt's lack of
prominence in the fall nfthe northern kingdom. at least in comparison to the role suggested
by Hosea. Yet one could alternatively suggest that the book of Hosea is not at all concerned
with 'Egypt' as a historical or political reality in these verses, and that this verse represents
being in Assyria as symbolically equivalent to 'being in Egypt. '42
Jerome's comments upon 8: 13 ("Qui cnirn de Aegypto exierant per confessionem
Christ, perfidia in Aegyptum sunt reuersi. .>43) and 9:3 express linJe interest in the possible
political implications contained in the reference to Egypt, but much in what Egypt as a
symbol represents. For Jerome, Egypt is the symbol aCthe Exodus: «Non habitabunt in terra
domini, qui ab Ecclesia recessenmt, et reuersi soot mente in Aegyptum. ,>'14 The 'return' is
accomplished "mente," and need not be physical. By being relocated 10 Assyria, one has
spiritually and symbolically returned 10 Egypt.~s Inother words one can 'return to Egypt' and
.. Anderscnand Freedman, Hosea [AD 24]. SIG-SIl.
., Jerome, CommenlQrii in Prophelo.s Minores [CChrj, 90. "For whoever had gone out of Egypt through
confcs.~ingChrist, they have returned 10 Egypt by faithlcssllCSS."
.. ibid., 93: '1'hey wtIo abandon the Church will not live in the Lord's land, they have retwnedspirirually to
Egypt."
., Tbe POweT ofthe symbolism has nol been 1051 upon the author ofthe gospel ofMatthew. The flight into
Egypt{Matt2:13-L5) obviously belongs 10 MlIrthew's larger agendaofrepr=ntingJesus as an embodiment
of all Israel. Thus a flight intO Egypt fulfils the symbolism surrounding the Exodus, enabling a 'saying' of
Hosea's (Has 11:1)to be fulfilled (ivo wAnpc.l8U TO pry&1I unO KUPlou SIU TOO ITPOcj>1;ToU ArrovT05:El;
AiyUlTTOU EKQAECa TOV UIOV 1l0lJ (Matt 2:15). TIle infant Jesus thereby escapes the slaugbterofchildten
by Herod(Matt 2:1&-(8), much like both the infant Mosesand the firstborn of the Hebrews during the period
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eat unclean food in Assyria without needing to travel 10 both locations. Jerome's
understanding in this instance, while 'ecclesiologica1' (that is to say that the image of the
Church serves as the typOlogical lens through which he forms his inlcrpretations), begins
witha perspective thataUows reference to 'Egypt' to be ageneral reference to wlfaithfulness
and foreign nations. To 'return' thus symbolises the undoing or, at the very least, a reminder
afthe events afthe Exodus. Egypt thus serves as a symbol representing a broad spectrum
of promises and threats in both Israel's past and future.
The midbar is intertwined with the Pentateuch's narrative surrounding the Exodus,
thus the leading of the wife into the midbar as 'in ber youth' is an allusion for some readers
to the Exodus from Egypt (2:17).~ As discussed in chapter 2, the midbar is the place in
which she has been previously threatened with death. making the undercurrent ofthe image
ofslavery in Egyptescape death. The symbolism is less than covert orsubtle, although in certain respects there
isaper<:eptivenessto boththis interpretationandJerome'sreading whicbcanbe loston modem commentators.
That 'Egypt' can srill serve as a powerful symbol in the Roman era demonstrates the importance of the theme
of the Exodus to later readers of tile Bible. In the same way the image of ,BabyIon, imprints itself upon the
book ofRevelation (when it is obviously not referring 10 'Babylon' itsclfbut Tllther to Rome, the contemporary
politicalthrcat).lmerestinglycnough.thisfigurcisdescribcdbysimilarimageryasa"greatprostitulc"and
~:,r~~:~:~~~~~ii~Cl~~&i~;~s:r:~,~~~:'FK~l~~~~~~~
oivou Tiis lJo~)\I&las airri,!s. Kai em TO 1J£T(.;lITOII cxin% CwolJa ysypaIJIJEVOII, IJUOTliplOll, Baf3uA~1I ~
IJ"YO:AT], ~ IJJlTTlP TWII rropUC:>\I koi Tc.iv f3Q&.l..UYlJO:ThlIl Tils yTJs. Rev 17:1-2,5]' It is not necessary to
assume thai Hosea is refe:rringlo the Exodus story as found in the Pentateuch. but merely that he is referring
10 somesortoftradition involvinganexodus from Egypt. TheobliquereferencestoJacob in Hosea 12 belong
in the same category inasmuch as they are nOI 'historical' in termS ofproviding infonnation about Jacob as a
historical figure, but they are 'historic:al' in the sense: ofbcinga witness to a tradition conceminga figure who
would have been recognisable to the audience. The current later datins of the Pentateuch should give more
than asccond ~ance to the older assumptions concerning Hosea's use ofwrittcn versus oral traditions, sin~
it seems less plausible now than ever that a copy ofastrand of the Pentateucb, 'J' or'P', at least as we now
Itnow it, would have been in Hosea's hands.
"Fisch., "Hosea: A PocticsofViolence" 143; Lcith "The Transformation of the Woman, Israel" 100.
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less than positive., even though its context makes it obvious lhat it is meant 10 be interpreted
more positively. lbe ambiguity thatsurrouods the entire spectrum ofallusions to the Exodus
mirrors the comments often made on the role of the midbar, and one that applies 10 a far
larger group ofsymbols lllld images. Egypt is a negative symbol because it invokes images
of foreign oppression. exile, subjugation and slavery, while Egypt is a positive symbol
because it represents Yhwh's rote as a deliverer for Israel.41 This double·sided image
pamUels the midbar, which is both negative (a representation ofdesolate, barren land), and
positive (a signifier of Yhwh's care and guidance of Israel and a necessary prelude to
entrance into the promised land). Walter Brueggemann writes, "In a usage very much like
11:3, 13:5 employs the wilderness motifto ramify the Exodus cventofthe preceding verse...
Hett the positive side oflbc: tradition is stressed. israel survived in the wilderness only by
the continuing suste:naneeofVahweh."" The wife's being placed in the wildemcss stands
for Israel~'C:l with mis symbolic background in mind. Talman rell1alb: ..It may be that
the author of the book of Hosea infused an independent 'love on the drift' theme into the
equally independent trek motif. and thus created the quite uncommon motif combination
'love in the historical desert period.'noI9 Yet surely this understanding underestimates the
n TDOTVlll obset'\-'eS, "Hosea foresees a return to Egypt for ISl'8eI, a return Ihal will bring about a kind of
new beginning (Mos. 1:13; 9:3.6 compaRd with 2:16[13])" (S21).
.. Walter Brueggemann, Traditiol1forCr/sls: A Study il1 Hosea(Richmond, Virginia: John Knox Press. 1963).
34.
.. Tilmon, "The 'Oesen Morir" St.
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multiplicity of associations that each motif carries. There is a positive element and a
negative inherent in each. and the jumbliog together of several such images (mother J
0-'1'7 n~, deprivation in the wilderness I reliance upon Ybwh's providence, Egypt as a
symbol offoreign oppression I Egypt as a symbol ofYhwh's making Israel his people) makes
unqualified application ofthe terms 'positive' and 'negative' problematic ifnot impossible.
The poinlS discussed above demonstrate Hosea's weaving together of motifs and
images such as I.hose slllTOunding the wilderness, the Exodus and Egypt. These last three
symbolise, individually and separately, an entire spectrum of themes. They can be read as
bearing reference, either directly or obliquely, to the sequence of liberation from Egypt
foUowed by a period in the wilderness, yet they are individual symbols as well as part of a
c,Jllective, each baving its own individual range of associations serving as a sub-text. The
wilderness can represent deprivation. but also a place ofttansfonnation and reliance upon
Yhwh's providential care. In a similar manner, Egypt represents the threat of foreign eltile
and oppression but also serves as a symbol offsrael'scominglo 'know' Yhwh(13:4). These
references all contain plays upon Ihe language of 'return' ~,~ as bolh a threat and as a
representation of Israel's appropriate response 10 Yhwh. This entire matrix, taken in
conjunction with the analysis in cbapter 2 of Ihe children's names and the other images
discussed in this chapter, demonstrates the ambiguity which is at the beart of the book of
Hosea. The use of antithetical expressions and reversal of imagery discussed here is DOt
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unique to Hosea, but Hosea represents an extreme case in which each and every word is
given a shade ofambiguity. A book that uses a 'return to Egypt' (9:3; 11:5) as a threat and
at the same time mentions ''your god from the land of Egypt" (12:10; 13:4) as a positive
statement makes it difficult to label any symbol or image, and ultimately any oracle, as
unambiguously positive or negative.
It is the poetry of love and estrangement. but neither can be entertained withOl.ll: the other.
1hat is the special agony of Hosea. An angry God - and he is never more angry £han in
Hosea's prophecies - is nevertheless haunted by his own unsubjugated affections. It is
this oscillation oflove and hate, nearness and distance, already intimated for us in the story
of Hosea and his estranged wife in chapters 1 and 3. that shatters continuities. Images of
love cany with them their dark antithesis.""
There are many more images that could have been explored such as the figure of
JaCQb (12:3-5), and the references to priests (4:4-6, 9; 5:l)JI and 'the people'(4:9-t2. 14;
14:9).n To analyse all these references in any detail would have been beyond the scope of
this project. However, a brief return to the imagery and symbolism ofthe znh terminology
is called for.
The fust two chapters of this thesis dealt with the treatment the early chapters of
Hosea have received at the hands ofscholars, most especially their isolation from the rest of
the book and the quest for biography within them. In conjunction with what has been
discussed above, the function ofthe early chapters appears to be primarily in the introduction
.. Fisch, "Hosea: A Poetics of Violence" 140.
II Jack R. Lundbom, "Contentious Priests and Contentious People in Hosea IV 1-10" f'T)611986 [52-70]
"C. L. Seow, "Hosea 14:10 sndlhe FoolishPeQple Morif'CBQ44f1982 [212·224J
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of imagery which can alter and shift between negative and positive. This shifting setves to
create ambiguity inasmuch as the resulting positive or negative oracles can never be
interpreted in isolation from their antithetical opposites. It is fortbis vet)' reason that Hosea
is to marry anC'nn ntoM, as his wife is thus a wife, mother, and promiscuous woman all
at oncc. The biographical approaches attempt to arrange these elements in a logical,
sequential pattern. In light of the rest aCthe book, however. it makes far more poetic sense
for the woman to represent all these things at one and the same time. There is a great power
to this polyvalent imagery, as even the most extreme sort of negative image can be turned
into a positive element, as seen in the examples of an adulterous wife pursuing her lovers
retumingand saying 'my husband,' or a child named 'Not-Pitied' earning tbenarne 'Pitied'.
It is in this light that an early commentator like Jerome made the comment that the reason
for Yhwh's original command to his prophet makes good sense, ifone views it as an attempt
to render a situation more extreme in order that its corresponding positive opposite is all the
moreforcefuJ.
"Nee culpandus propheta, interim lit sequamur historiam, si meTetricem conuerterit ad
pudicitiam., sed pocius laudandus quod ex mala bonam fecerit. Non enim qui bonus
permanet, ipse polluitur, si societur malo; sed qui malus est, in bonum uertitur, si boni
exempla sedetur. Ex quo intelligemus non prophetam peniidisse pooicitia, fomicariae
copulatum; $ed fomicariam adsumpsisse pudicitiam quam antea non habeba! ... J)
J:l Jerome. Commenlarii in Prophe/QS MillDres {Cchrl. "TIte prophet is not to be blamed (if we should
meanwhile follow the story) ifhe will have turned ameretrb: to chastity. Rather be ought more to be praised
because he will have made good from bad [ex mala bonam feeerilj. For he who perseveres as a good man
[bonus] defiles hiroselfifhe should associate with bad [malol, but be who is bad [malus] is turned 10 the good
[in bonum] if he should folJow examples of good [boni exempla]. From which we will perceive that the
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Jerome is able to see the twin roles that the positive and negative elements play, although his
interpretation will not allow the two to continue to coexiSL Rather one must subsume and
transform the other, from "fomicaria" to "pudicitia" or "bad" into good. The pairing of the
elements ~')')T and i1~ argue againstseeingacomplete transformation oftbe figure ofthe
woman, as she is not transformed but remains under the banner O')1)T n~ throughout all
that follows, being a mother and wife yet pursuing lovers. The text infonns us of her
'weaning' ber child (Hos I :8), an image of maternal care, after providing us with the
description of her as an C':njT n~ without any attempt to modi.fy or soften the harshness
of 1:2'5 statement. In the same manner there is no attempt to soften or synthesise the
ambiguous imagery elsewhere in the book. The midbar, for example, conjures up multiple
associations without clear assurance ofthe nuance jlconveys.S4 The other images and motifs
discussed follow the same pattern. rarely being neutral but even more rarely being solely
positive or negative.
Yvonne Sherwood's description of Hosea 1-3 could well be applied to the book in
its entirety: "The text appears to be less a presentation ofa univocal message than asustained
prophet has notdCSlTOy(:dehastity(pudieitial,unitingwithaprosritule [fomiearia],butratherthatthcprosti"Me
[fomiearia] has taken on a chastity (pudieitia] which she did not Ilave pn:viously" (8).
.. Fisch, ~Hosea:A Poetics of Violence" 144; "We arc at a great di5tance hell: from tbeGrttk logos, for the
wO«is ofwhich we spcakoftcn lackarational fonn oue/os; thcyarclO be found in isolation fromollC another
withgreatgapsinbetwcen,thcirmcaningsW1lk:cermined,contradictory,discontinuous-\\;vderingsignifien
thatretum upon us with a dteadful pertinacity."
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attempt at punning, and the retraction and affirmation of various words and ideas suggestS
that the text deconstructs itself at a deeper, ideological level.~J Anempts by earlier
generations ofsc:bolars to see Hoseaasa 'prophet orlove' were based uponattc:otion to only
onc component nfttle book's central theme and its wide variety of imagery. To view it in
this strictly dialectical manner too quickly synthesises and smoothes out the contradictory
statements., especially the use of two elements presented simultaneously as positive and
negative without mediation or movement towards synthesis.JlI These are the very elements
which. give the book its power. This observation is not motivated by an attempt to
'deconstruct' the text of Hosea. although important literary insights are 10 be gained from
asking questions concerning the interplay aCthe roles aCtbe children and the wife. There
should be virtualJy DO need since this book contains 50 much that can be read in so many
different ways that itdeconstruets itself in tem1S ofeverything from its imagery to its logic,
and most especially with regards to its overarcbing message or meaning. The line between
bad and good is a thin one in Hosea. defYing logical ordering aod resisting the constrictions
placed upon the book by its interpretators. Sherwood comments upon the use ofHosea's use
oq~' (the word used most frequently in biblical Hebrew to demonstrate clear, logical
consequences) well describe the logic aCthe book as a whole:
JI Sherwood, The Prwrlrure and the Prophet, 204.
,. As seen above, the desire to have oroe element complelely subsume the other goes baek 10 Jerome and
continues to make its pn::sence fell among moR modem commenUllOl'S.
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·1ba'erOft:·•• WOItIltIaestabli$hes~andOOl'ltinuity,ber;:ome$inlhispoem.piVOl
betweeD antitheses and. sign orcfisoontirluity. It docs nor f'urt!'lc,.. one argumc:nl: bvc
urdccidcably supportJ; irreconci1abIe lIl"glIIDelllS and U$Ociales indiscrirairwdy witb thmlt
andwithpromisc.··
n ibid., 205.
The preceding chapters have explored the book of Hosea's use of ambiguity from
many perspectives. Certain issues, particularly methodological ones, which are widely
debated by biblical scholars have been glossed over, mainly on accountofspace. This thesis
is obviously nota traditional, historically-oriented project, but neitherdoes it reject historical
inquiry on methodological or hermeneutical grounds. In the case ofHosea. the evidence for
the sons of studies undertaken in most of the standard commentaries falls short, not on
account of its theoretical underpinnings (although these may well be open to criticism), but
rather by its own criteria. There mayweU be some biographical foundation to the description
ofHosea's family, but the textas it now stands is fartoo laden with polemical metaphors and
poetic hyperbole to allow this possible foundation to be teased out ofit. Analysing the final
form of the text is, in this case, a decision based more on pragmatic grounds than on
theoreticalone:.'
The conclusion of this project is deceptively simple in its formulation: Hosea is a
book of multiple meanings, with tension filled vaciHation between positive and negative
oracles. The power ofthe book is found in many places, in its visceral imagery and strained
syntax in particular, but mainly in its ability to relate both promise and threat at the same
'Yec it is true lhatanalysis ofthe text's IilerarycltaracteriStics presupposes the openness to lhose same critical
impulses which have thrown tbe hisloricaJ orientation and focus of the discipline of biblical studies mlo
question. The validity ofhisterical inquiry itself need not !:Ie undennmed ifhiswrical scholars themselves
remain open to admitting that with certain~ such questi<lns arc virtually mopcnlblc, and that literary
analysis is a valuable tool forthebiblical excgetc's a!rcady cclcctically arranged toolbox.
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time. This ability is the halbnark of great literature and great poetry, although it creates
difficulties for those commentators who attempt to draw out simple, one-dimensional
messages of hope or judgement as the central meani..Dg of the text. This multiplicity of
meaning may be the result aCthe redactional hiSlOry aCthe Bible in general,l and the book
ofHosea in panicular. although any reconstructions ofsuch a history are extremely difficult
and entirely hypothetical. Yet with the c'mr niDttl as the book's introductory image it is
difficult to imagine a theory ofredaction or transmission which would plausibly account for
the book's seemingly illogical ordering of metaphors and images, and fluctuation between
promise and threat, the very aspects aCilie book which continue to both shock and intrigue
its commentators and readers. Moreover, the emphasisofprevious scholarship on Hosea 1-3
becomes more understandable, although in need of some correction. when onc examines
certain elements which run throughout the book. The indictments in chapter 4 (4:2) do not
mention ilJT, but the presence of '1~), itselfassociated with mJ throughout ehapters 1~3
(and in 4:13-14), among the 'deceit, murder and theft' in 4:2 casts as wide a net as possible
in accusing Israel of wrongdoing and maintains a relationship between the metaphors of
chapters 1~3 and the foUowing lists of wrongdoing. The mentioning of 'children' is not
and the C"iJ C')~of5:7), but these scattered references fall into similarpanems to the ones
, "Le !exte c!i:abli, canonist cst un ?8tChwork de fmgments" Micke Bal {Femmes lmaginaires: L 'ancien
lesfa~nl au risque d'une flQrnnofogie Crifique (paris: NizeI. 1986}, (0). This observation does no! impair
Bal's avowedly &historical approach to the text, norshould it affect the analysis hert:.
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encountered in the book's first three chapters. The children are 'forgotten' and 'alien'
children, yet the possibility remains open, in light of the transformation of the children in
chapter two (Lo Ammi into Ammi. Lo Ruhamah into Ruhamah), that they may not
necessarily remain foreign or forgotten.
The use of:11iD in the book's last chapter (14:2-3, 5, 8), wltile it draws upon the use
ofthe root throughout the book until this point, does not change or resolve the basic dynamic
within the book nor the multiplicity of meanings associated with the language ofdeparting
and returning.
1JU':1n~ ":::l Tii~ m;'p 'l' ~illr ii:l1iD
,.~ 1iOM ;nji'-'" ,::t,~ O"j:::l, l:l:lOD mp
:U'n!liD C'j!l iTO"m' :l1t=l-np' lU,l tllm-?::I
(Hos 14:2-3)
:m.Jo '!lM :HO "::I i1::t'J C:Jilt' Cn:l1lDO tIl!li"
(Hos 14:5)
p' rn" ":ll:! "::tiD" 1:::liD"
:11):1' r':::J 1i::lT l!lj:J ,ni!l"'
(Hos 14:8)
Many of the other terms <111,. til!)." etc.) have been encountered earlier in the book. Yet
despite a promise to heal (a promise that arrives "because my anger bas 'turned' ~!Ol
from him," 145), the reference to healing cannot help but bring to mind that it was Yhwh
who also did the wounding, and whose uprooting is reversed by the new growth (cf. 6: I).
Even the book's closing oracles of promise rely upon the backgroW\d ofjudgement and
punishment for their power, and can only provide, at best, a qualified hope. The reader
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should, at this point, have become wary of placing too much weight upon statements of
punishment or reconciliation taken in isolation from one another, since so much of the
book's energy bas been directed towards Yhwh's alternation between punishment and
forgiveness, itselfclosely paralleled (and anticipated) by the emotional and physical
movements of the woman symbolising Israel. Those who would seek to impose an
external uniformity upon the book of Hosea would do wcU to heed Robert Lowth's
description, first uttered in 1787 during his lectures on Hebrew poetry: "There is therefore
no cause to wonder. uin perusing the prophecies of Hosea, we sometimes find ourselves
in a similar predicament with those who consulted the scattered leaves afthe Sibyl.">
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